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Somesegregationresultsfrom the practicesof organizations,somefrom specializedcommunication
ffstems, some from correlation with a variable that is non-random; and some results from the
interplayof individual choices.This is an abstract studyof the interactivedynamicsof discriminatory

:ty individual choices. One model is a simulation in which individual members of two recognizable
groups distribute themselves in neighborhoods defined by reference to their own locations. A second

University model is analytic and deals with compartmented space. A final section applies the analytics to

oundation 'neighborhood tipping.' The systemic effects are found to be overwhelming: there is no simple
correspondence of individual incentive to collective results. Exaggerated separation and patterning
result from the dynamics of movement. Inferences about individual motives can usually not be drawn
from aggregate patterns. Some unexpected phenomena, like density and vacancy, are generated.

gan A general theory of 'tipping' begins to emerge.

sity

:hicago People get separated along many lines and in many ways. There is segregation by

olorado Sex, age, incom,, language, religion, color, taste, comparative advantage and the

accidents of hi rt,,'_ical location. Some segregation results from the practices of

9fade organizations; s,me is deliberately organized; and some results from the interplay

at'onto of individual cho ces that discriminate. Some of it results from specialized com-

munication systc_ls, like different languages. And some segregation is a corollary
York of other modes of segregation: residence is correlated with job location and transport.

_f California, Berkeley If blacks exclude whites from their church, or whites exclude blacks, the segregation
is organized, and ;t may be reciprocal or one-sided. If blacks just happen to be Baptists

_r and whites Methodists, the two colors will be segregated Sunday morning whether

,calf they intend to be tA not. If blacks join a black church because they are more comfortable
among their ow'_ color, and whites a white church for the same reason, undirected

individual choic_ can lead to segregation. And if the church bulletin board is where

reas of mathematical socioJogy. !q people advertise :ooms for rent, blacks will rent rooms from blacks and whites from
ding with the logic of measurement, whites because of a communication system that is correlated with churches that are
:ussions of the relationship of measurement correlated with color.
,sychological phenomena. Articles dealing
._of mathematicalmodelsin socialscience Some of the same mechanisms segregate college professors. The college may own

Tnificantmethodological or substantive some housing, from which all but college staff are excluded. Professors choose housing
gwith computersor computer programs
n to a substantive sociological or social commensurate with their incomes, and houses are clustered by price while professors
611also considerspeculativearticlesthatare

ently precise, general,and abstractso "f This study was sponsored by The RAND Corporation with funds set aside for research in
tical sociologyby stimulating mathematical areasof special interest,and was issuedasRM-6014-RC in May 1969. The viewsexpressedare not
t have usuallybeen dealt with only verbally, necessarilythoseof RAND or its sponsors.
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144 T.C. SCHELLING DYNAMIC MO]

are clustered by income. Some professors prefer an academic neighborhood; any this paper might be put in third pl
differential in professorial density will cause them to converge and increase the local segregation in the United States, even
density. And house-hunting professors learn about available housing from other It is not easy, though, to draw the li

professors and their wives, and the houses they learn about are the ones in neighbor- tion, the more organized kind, and the
hoods where professors already live. are substitutes for organization. Fear(

The similarity ends there, and nobody is about to propose a commission to the fearisjustified, andwhether the san

desegregate academics. Professors are not much missed by those they escape from in Common expectations can lead to col
their residential choices. They are not much noticed by those they live among, and, sanctioned by ostracism, is often self-,
though proportionately concentrated, are usually a minority in their neighborhood. The economically induced separal
While indeed they escape classes of people they would not care to live among, they are To choose a neighborhood is to cho
more conscious of where they do live than of where they don't, and the active choice good schools is to pick a neighborh(
is more like congregation than segregation, though the result may not be so different, people who want to be with the kind c

This article is about the kinds of segregation--or separation, or sorting--that can furthermore rely, even in making eco

result from discriminatory individual behavior. By 'discriminatory' I mean reflecting color-discriminating; believing that da_
an awareness, conscious or unconscious, of sex or age or religion or color or whatever than lighter-skinned, one may consciot
the basis of segregation is, an awareness that influences decisions on where to live, of poverty (or, believing that others rel
whom to sit by, what occupation to join or to avoid, whom to play with or whom to indices in order to coincide with them).
talk to. The paper examines some of the individual incentives, and perceptions of strangeness, fear, hostility, and sheer
difference, that can lead collectively to segregation. The paper also examines the avoidance. If the sentiment is recip_
extent to which inferences can be drawn, from the phenomenon of collective segrega- segregating tendencies of both groups
tion, about the preferences of individuals, the strengths of those preferences, and the Economic segregation might statisticl
facilities for exercising them. if that degree were enough to cause c

The ultimate concern is segregation by 'color' in the United States. The analysis, discrimination could complete the job.
though, is so abstract that any twofold distinction could constitute an interpretation might not cause the collapse of the segr
--whites and blacks, boys and girls, officers and enlisted men, students and faculty, For all these reasons the lines dividi
teenagers and grownups. The only requirement of the analysis is that the distinction enforced, and the economically induce
be twofold, exhaustive, and recognizable, are furthermore not the only mechan

At least two main processes of segregation are omitted. One is organized action communication systems---especially dis

--legal or illegal, coercive or merely exclusionary, subtle or flagrant, open or covert, influence that, though interacting with
kindly or malicious, moralistic or pragmatic. The other is the process, largely but a different mechanism.) Still, they ar,
not entirely economic, by which the poor get separated from the rich, the less educat_l separately understood.
from the more educated, the unskilled from the skilled, the poorly dressed from the This paper, then, is about those mec
well dressed, in where they work and live and eat and play, in whom they know and behavior into collective results.
whom they date and whom they go to school with. Evidently color is correlated with
income, and income with residence; so even if residential choices were color-blind Individual Incentives and Collective R.
and unconstrained by organized discrimination, whites and blacks would not be Economists are familiar with systems tl
randomly distributed among residences._" neither intends nor needs to. be aware (

This is not to claim that the organized discrimination or the economically induced counterpart at the level of the indivi_
segregation is less powerful, or less important, or less a matter of social concern, bankingsystemisone;thewaysavingsd(
than the segregation that results from individual action. Indeed, aside from the question Similarly, biological evolution is re
of which mechanism may account for the greater part of observed separation by but the little creatures that mate and r(
color, the organized segregation involves civil rights; and the economically determined to know that they were bringing abo
segregation raises questions of social equity. On those grounds alone the subject of the extinction of species. Among soc

second languages is a phenomenon that
is a massive 'free market' activity with r

t A comprehensive treatment of socioeconomic differentials between whites and nonwhites, ia, choice.relation to residentialpatterns, isin Pascal(1967). ,_
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an academic neighborhood; any paper might be put in third place. Still, in a matter as important as racial
to converge and increase the local on in the United States, even third place deserves attention.
)ut available housing from Other _ It is not easy, though, to draw the lines separating 'individually motivated' segrega-
rn about are the ones in neighbor, lion, the more organized kind, and the economically induced kind. Habit and tradition

are substitutes for organization. Fear of sanctions can coerce behavior whether or not
)ut to propose a commission to the fear is justified, and whether the sanctions are consensual, conspiratorial or dictated.
issed by those they escape from in Common expectations can lead to concerted behavior. ('Guilt by association,' when

_d by those they live among, and, sanctioned by ostracism, is often self-enforcing.)
a minority in their neighborhood. The economically induced separation is also intermixed with discrimination.

dd not care to live among, they are To choose a neighborhood is to choose neighbors. To pick a neighborhood with

e they don't, and the active choice good schools is to pick a neighborhood of people who appreciate schools (or of
the result may not be so different, people who want to be with the kind of people who appreciate schools). People may
r separation, or sorting--that can furthermore rely, even in making economic choices, on information that is itself

'discriminatory' I mean reflecting color-discriminating; believing that darker-skinned people are on the average poorer
ge or religion or color or whatever than lighter-skinned, one may consciously or unconsciously rely on color as an index
lences decisions on where to live, of poverty (or, believing that others rely on color as an index, adopt their signals and
d, whom to play with or whom to indices in order to coincide with them). And if the process goes far enough, alienation,
ml incentives, and perceptions of strangeness, fear, hostility, and sheer habit can accentuate the tendency toward
m. The paper also examines the i avoidance. If the sentiment is reciprocated, positive feedback will amplify the
_henomenon of collective segrega. . segregating tendencies of both groups.

gths of those preferences, and the Economic segregation might statistically explain some initial degree of segregation;
if that degree were enough to cause color-consciousness, a superstructure of pure

t the United States. The analysis, discrimination could complete the job. Eliminating the economic differentials entirely
could constitute an interpretation might not cause the collapse of the segregated system that it had already generated.
nlisted men, students and faculty, For all these reasons the lines dividing the individually motivated, the collectively
:he analysis is that the distinction enforced, and the economically induced segregation are not clear lines at all. They

are furthermore not the only mechanisms of segregation. (Separate or specialized
omitted. One is organized action communication systems---especially distinct languages---can have a strong segregating
.ubtle or flagrant, open or covert, influence that, though interacting with the three processes mentioned, is nevertheless
other is the process, largely but a different mechanism.) Still, they are very different mechanisms and have to be
ed from the rich, the less educated separately understood.

lied, the poorly dressed from the This paper, then, is about those mechanisms that translate unorganized individual
nd play, in whom they know and behavior into collective results.
Evidently color is correlated with

idential choices were color-blind Individual Incentives and Collective Results

hites and blacks would not be Economists are familiar with systems that lead to aggregate results that the individual
neither intends nor needs to be aware of, results that sometimes have no recognizable

tion or the economically induced counterpart at the level of the individual. The creation of money by a commercial
less a matter of social concern, banking system isone; the way savings decisions cause depressions orinflations is another.

n. Indeed, aside from the question Similarly, biological evolution is responsible for a lot of sorting and separating,
part of observed separation by but the little creatures that mate and reproduce and forage for food would be amazed

and the economically determined to know that they were bringing about separation of species, territorial sorting, or
ase grounds alone the subject of the extinction of species. Among social examples, the coexistence or extinction of

second languages is a phenomenon that, though affected by decrees and schoolcurricula,
ials between whites and nonwhites, in is a massive 'free market' activity with results that correspond to no conscious collective

choice.
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Romance and marriage are exceedingly individual and private activities, at least Some Quantitative Constraints
in this country, but their genetic consequences are altogether aggregate. The law and ( Counting blacks and whites in a
the church may constrain us in our choices, and some traditions of segregation are how they get along. But it tells s
enormously coercive; but outside of royal families there are few marriages that are to the people who are moving in (

part of a genetic plan. When a short boy marries a tall girl, or a blonde a brunette, it And with quantitative analysis th_
is no part of the individual's purpose to increase genetic randomization or to change analogous to the balance-sheet ide
some frequency distribution within the population, contain no news unless one just

In some cases small incentives, almost imperceptible differentials, can lead to The simplest constraint on dic

strikingly polarized results. Gresham's Law is a good example. Some traditions, boundaries, not both groups (colo
furthermore, are sternly self-enforcing" passing to the right of an oncoming car. the population as a whole, the nul
Some collective actions have almost the appearance of being organized--fads in locally, in a city or a neighborhooc
clothing, dancing and car styles, be a majority. But if each insists ol

Some of the phenomena of segregation may be similarly complex in relation to that will satisfy them---complete se
the dynamics of individual choice. One might even be tempted to suppose that some Relaxing the condition, if white:
'unseen hand' separates people in a manner that, though foreseen and intended by least one-third, it won't work. If
no one, corresponds to some consensus or collective preference or popular will. But no fewer than one-fifth, there is a ',
in economics we know a great many macro-phenomena, like depression and inflation, And not everybody can be in the
that do not reflect any universal desire for lower incomes or higher prices. Similarly Other constraints have to do wit
with bank failures and market crashes. What goes on in the 'hearts and minds' of the teacher is one color; mixed mal
small savers has little to do with whether or not they cause a depression. The hearts a three-man team cannot represent
and minds and motives and habits of millions of people who participate in a segregated i each member has company exclusi_I

society may or may not bear close correspondence with the massive results that _ In spatial arrangements, like a
collectively they can generate, next to somebody. A neighborhooc

We also know that people who would not support the government with private neighbor on either side, the minim
donations may vote a system of mandatory taxes to finance public goods. The worth If people draw their boundaries dJ
of a new turnpike may depend on keeping traffic below the level of congestion that at dinner, with men and women

would just equalize its attractiveness with that of alternative routes. 'Freedom of to one locally by the opposite sex
choice' is sometimes nothing more than the lack of enforceable contract. Thus his horizon to the next person on e

unregulated behavior does not necessarily reflect preferences about its results. People in a hospital and there are four bed
acting individually are often unable to affect the results; they can only affect their all-white rooms.
own positions within the overall results. _ Transitions involve the usual re]

Evolutionary processes may lead to typewriter keyboards, weights and measures college that wants suddenly to have
and the pitches of screws, systems of coinage, and lefthand or righthand automobile i black freshmen, only to discover th
drive that are self-perpetuating in spite of inefficiency until a heroic effort can bring ' more. Professions, occupations an
about concerted change. Yet, also, some massive concerted changes can occasionally relations, whether it is color, sex, n_
be brought about by some simple manipulation, as when daylight saving goes into effect

/

or when a round table replaces a rectangular one in a highly stratified conference room. t

A special reason for doubting any social efficiency in aggregate segregation is that f Separating Mechanisms
the range of choice is often so meager. The demographic map of almost any American ! The simple mathematics of ratios
metropolitan area suggests that it is easy to find residential areas that are all white comes are logically possible, but t,
or nearly so and areas that are all black or nearly so but hard to find localities in that leads away from, particular ou
which neither whites nor nonwhites are more than, say, three-quarters of the total, i or integration may result from in_
And, comparing decennial maps, it is nearly impossible to find an area that, if integrated by which various mixtures and seE
within that range, will remain integrated long enough for a man to get his house paid the incentives and the behavior tl

for or his children through school. The distribution is so U-shaped that it is virtually way that different individuals coml;
a choice of two extremes. _ and react to each other's presence.

i
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,1 and private activities, at least Quantitative Constraints

together aggregate. The law and l _ounting blacks and whites in a residential block or on a baseball team will not tell
me traflitions of segregation are . Ja0w they get along. But it tells something, especially if mtmbers and ratios matter
:here are few marriages that are to the people who are moving in or out of the block or being recruited for the team.
dl girl, or a blonde a brunette, it And with quantitative analysis there are usually a few logical constraints, somewhat
etic randomization or to change analogous to the balance-sheet identities in economics. Being logical constraints, they

' contain no news unless one just never thought of them before.
ptible differentials, can lead to The simplest constraint on dichotomous mixing is that, within a given set of
:ood example. Some traditions, boundaries, not both groups (colors, sexes) can enjoy numerical superiority. Within
the right of an oncoming car. the population as a whole, the numerical ratio is determined at any given time; but
ce of being organized--fads in locally, in a city or a neighborhood, a church or a school, either blacks or whites can

be a majority. But if each insists on being a local majority, there is only one mixture
similarly complex in relation to that will satisfy them--complete segregation.

tempted to suppose that some Relaxing the condition, if whites want to be at least three-fourths and blacks at

aough foreseen and intended by [ least one-third, it won't work. If whites want to be at least two-thirds and blacks
,' preference or popular will. But I no fewer than one-fifth, there is a small range of mixtures that meet the conditions.
na, like depression and inflation, And not everybody can be in the mixtures if the aggregate ratio is outside the range.
:omes or higher prices. Similarly Other constraints have to do with small numbers. A classroom can be mixed but
on in the 'hearts and minds' of the teacher is one color; mixed marriages can occur only in the ratio of one to one,
y cause a depression. The hearts a three-man team cannot represent both colors equally, and even in a two-man team
le who participate in a segregated each member has company exclusively of one color.
e with the massive results that In spatial arrangements, like a neighborhood or a hospital ward, everybody is

next to somebody. A neighborhood may be 10Yo black or white; but if you have a

)rt the government with private neighbor on either side, the minimum nonzero percentage of opposite color is 50.
finance public goods. The worth If people draw their boundaries differently we can have everybody in a minority:
_low the level of congestion that at dinner, with men and women seated alternately, everyone is outnumbered two
alternative routes. 'Freedom of to one locally by the opposite sex but can join a three-fifths majority if he extends
of enforceable contract. Thus his horizon to the next person on either side. If blacks occupy one-sixth of the beds

ferences about its results. People in a hospital and there are four beds to a room, at least 40 _o of the whites will be in
sults; they can only affect their all-white rooms.

Transitions involve the usual relations among numbers and their derivatives. A
_yboards, weights and measures college that wants suddenly to have 10_o of its students black will have to admit 40 _o
:fthand or righthand automobile black freshmen, only to discover that it must then pass three classes before accepting
:y until a heroic effort can bring ; more. Professions, occupations and residences are constrained by these numerical
lcerted changes can occasionally relations, whether it is color, sex, nationality, age or degree status that is involved.
m daylight saving goes into effect
aighly stratified conference room.

' in aggregate segregation is that Separating Mechanisms

.hic map of almost any American The simple mathematics of ratios and mixtures tells us something about what out-
ddential areas that are all white comes are logically possible, but tells us little about the behavior that leads to, or
so but hard to find localities in that leads away from, particular outcomes. To understand what kinds of segregation
say, three-quarters of the total, or integration may result from individual choice, we have to look at the processes
to find an area that, if integrated by which various mixtures and separations are brought about. We have to look at

t for a man to get his house paid the incentives and the behavior that the incentives motivate, and particularly the
s so U-shaped that it is virtually way that different individuals comprising the society impinge on each other's choices

and react to each other's presence.
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There are many different incentives or criteria by which blacks and whites, or boys
and girls, become separated. Whites may simply prefer to be among whites and blacks SPATIAL PRC
among blacks. Alternatively, whites may merely avoid or escape blacks and blacks

avoid or escape whites. Whites may prefer the company of whites, while the blacks The results of this section are experime
don't care. Whites may prefer to be among whites and blacks also prefer to be among the advantage that anyone can reprod
whites, but if the whites can afford to live or to eat or to belong where the blacks can- available.

not afford to follow, separation can occur. I assume a population exhaustively div

Whites and blacks may not mind each other's presence, may even prefer integration, is permanent and recognizable. Everybo
but may nevertheless wish to avoid minority status. Except for a mixture at exactly people he lives among and able to obserw
50:50, no mixture will then be self-sustaining because there is none without a a piece of territory. Everybody has a parti
minority, and if the minority evacuates, complete segregation occurs. If both blacks iscapable of moving if he is dissatisfied wJ
and whites can tolerate minority status but there is a limit to how small a minority of blacks and whites, their color prefer

the members of either color are willing to be--for example, a 25 _ minority--initial be manipulated.
mixtures ranging from 25 _ to 75 _ will survive but initial mixtures more extreme I am going to put my population in

than that will lose their minority members and become all of one color. And if those general idea is vividly displayed by di:
who leave move to where they constitute a majority, they will increase the majority some fascination in the process as it el
there and may cause the other color to evacuate, linear experiment can be replicated by a_

Evidently if there are lower limits to the minority status that either color can tolerate, be devised, and any reader with a spare
and if complete segregation obtains initially, no individual will move to an area himself.
dominated by the other color. Complete segregation is then a stable equilibrium.

The concerted movement of blacks into a white area or whites into a black area could Linear Distribution

achieve some minimum percentage; but in the absence of concert, somebody has to The line of stars and zeros in Figure 1
move first and nobody will. column of random numbers. It turns ou

What follows is an abstract exploration of some of the quantitative dynamics of look reasonably 'random.' (There is n(
segregating behavior. The first section is a spatial model in which people--actually, is easier to replicate numbers.) We inter
not 'people' but items or counters or units of some sort--distribute themselves along out in a line, each concerned about w]
a line or within an area in accordance with preferences about the composition of their We expect the stars and zeros to be
surrounding neighborhoods. In this model there are no objective neighborhood in the small. If stars and zeros are contq

boundaries; everybody defines his neighborhood by reference to his own location, each finds himself in a satisfactorilymixe

An individual moves if he is not content with the color mixture of his neighborhood, as a long enough stretch of the line. If
moving to where the color mixture does meet his demands. For simplicity, everyone

• -° • o. . • -

of a given color has the same preferences regarding the color mixture of his own o+ooo++o+oo++oo+++o++o++oo++oo++neighbors.

In the next model space is compartmented. People are either in or out of a common
neighborhood; those in it all belong to the same neighborhood irrespective of their

particular locations within it. What matters to everybody is the color ratio within as his own house and the two neighboI

the whole neighborhood. In that model we allow variation in the preferences of are going to be 'surrounded' by neigl
individuals, some being more tolerant than others, some perhaps having a preference on how far one's 'neighborhood' exter
for integration. We look there at the question, what distribution of preferences or Suppose, now, that everybody want_
tolerances among the individuals of a given color may be compatible or not compatible and that everyone defines 'his neighb(
with dynamically stable mixtures, what effect the initial conditions and the dynamics on either side of him. A star wants at
of movement will have on the outcome, and what kinds of numerical constraints stars; a zero wants at least four of his
may alter the results, himself, this means that he wants a b

In the final section we look at neighborhoods with a limited capacity, like real near the end of the line the rule is thal

residential neighborhoods with some fixed number of houses or schools with a limit center plus the one, two or three outl
on pupils. I have put a dot over each individual
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which blacks and whites, or boys
ffer to be among whites and blacks _ i SPATIAL PROXIMITY MODEL ,
tvoid or escape blacks and blacks _ _

mpany._of whites, while the blacks The results of this section are experimental. They are crude and abstract but have
md blacks also prefer to be among the advantage that anyone can reproduce them using materials that are readily
or to belong where the blacks can. available.

I assume a population exhaustively divided into two groups; everyone's membership

:sence, may even prefer integration, is permanent and recognizable. Everybody is assumed to care about the color of the

s. Except for a mixture at exactly people he lives among and able to observe the number of blacks and whites that occupy
ecause there is none without a apiece of territory. Everybody has a particular location at any moment; and everybody
segregation occurs. If both blacks iscapable of moving if he is dissatisfied with the color mixture where he is. The numbers

is a limit to how small a minority 1 of blacks and whites, their color preferences, and the sizes of 'neighborhoods' will
example, a 25 _o minority--initial [ be manipulated.

but initial mixtures more extreme i I am going to put my population into a stylized two-dimensional area. But the

:ome all of one color. And if those i general idea is vividly displayed by distributing individuals along a line. There is
_ty, they will increase the majority some fascination in the process as it emerges in the linear model; furthermore, the

linear experiment can be replicated by any reader in five minutes; variants can readily
status that either color can tolerate, be devised, and any reader with a spare half hour can change the hypotheses to suit
individual will move to an area himself.

tion is then a stable equilibrium.

'a or whites into a black area could Linear Distribution
_ence of concert, somebody has to The line of stars and zeros in Figure 1 corresponds to the odd and even digits in a

column of random numbers. It turns out that there are 35 stars and 35 zeros, and they
le of the quantitative dynamics of look reasonably 'random.' (There is no need to test for oddities and regularities; it
model in which people--actually, is easier to replicate numbers.) We interpret these stars and zeros to be people spread
sort---distribute themselves along out in a line, each concerned about whether his neighbors are stars or zeros.

ices about the composition of their We expect the stars and zeros to be evenly distributed in the large but unevenly
are no objective neighborhood in the small. If stars and zeros are content to live together in a ratio of about 50:50,

by reference to his own location, each finds himself in a satisfactorily mixed neighborhood if he defines his neighborhood

color mixture of his neighborhood, as a long enough stretch of the line. If instead everybody defines 'his neighborhood'
demands. For simplicity, everyone
Ling the color mixture of his own ..........................

0+OOo++o+oo++oo+++O++O++OO++OO++OO++O+O+OO+++o++ooooo+++OOO+OO++O+O++O

le are either in or out of a common

neighborhood irrespective of their Fig. 1
verybody is the color ratio within as his own house and the two neighbors next to him, a quarter of the stars and zeros

w variation in the preferences of _i are going to be 'surrounded' by neighbors of opposite color. Satisfaction depends
some perhaps having a preference ! on how far one's 'neighborhood' extends.

_hat distribution of preferences or Suppose, now, that everybody wants at least half his neighbors to be like himself,
ay be compatible or not compatible and that everyone defines 'his neighborhood' to include the four nearest neighbors
nitial conditions and the dynamics on either side of him. A star wants at least four of his eight nearest neighbors to be
,at kinds of numerical constraints stars; a zero wants at least four of his eight nearest neighbors to be zeros. Including

himself, this means that he wants a bare majority, five out of the nine. (For those
with a limited capacity, like real near the end of the line the rule is that, of the four neighbors on the side toward the

r of houses or schools with a limit center plus the one, two or three outboard neighbors, half must be like oneself.)
I have put a dot over each individual whose neighborhood does not meet his demands.

L
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Twelve stars and 14 zeros are dissatisfied with their neighborhoods. (The expected - --

number is just under 13.) f oooooooo++++o+++++++++oooc
Now we need a rule about how they move. Let me specify that a dissatisfied member

moves to the nearest point that meets his minimum demand--the nearest point at
which half his neighbors will be like himself at the time he arrives there. 'Nearest' oooooooo+++++++++++++++ooc

means the point reached by passing the smallest number of neighbors on the way;
and he merely intrudes himself between two others when he gets there. We also need ( (s) (15)

an order of moving; arbitrarily let the discontented members move in turn, counting i
from left to right. The star second from the left moves first, the star sixth from the i

end moves second, and so forth. ( We knew in advance that, if t
Two things happen as they move. Some who were content will become discontent, _ in a neighborhood at least five-]

because like members move out of their neighborhoods or opposite members move in. i discovered, that equilibria existe(
And some who were discontent become content, as opposite neighbors move away would lead to equilibria, becaus
or like neighbors move close. The rule will be that any originally discontented member the likelihood that people of lik
who is content when his turn comes will not move after all, and anyone who becomes of opposite color will leave it. "_
discontent in the process will have his turn after the 26 original discontents have had Notice that regular alternatic
their innings. The definition of the neighborhood is the four nearest neighbors on exactly half his neighbors of lik
either side at the moment one decides to move or to stay; if someone moves in between stars, two more zeros, etc. Alte_
a man and his next neighbor, the fourth neighbor away ceases to be a neighbor because condition; but any groups of fi_
he is now fifth, about twelve.

Nobody in this model anticipates the movements of others. When it is his turn to If people, though not wanting
move, he moves if his neighborhood demands are not met where he is and stays if only 40 of the 70 managed it
they are, without regard to what he could anticipate if he studied the prospective Furthermore, those who would lil
decisions of others whose turns come later, themselves to be in a neighborho(

Applying these rules, the first discontented man on the left (the star located second own color group, but will never 1
from the end) moves to the right, passing six neighbors, and inserts himself between three neighbors of opposite colo]
the zero who was eighth from the end and the star who was ninth. He now has two continually move to within a co
stars among the four neighbors to the left of him and two among the four to the right, affects the grouping itself.
The next to move is the star who used to be fifth from the end; he moves over to the Another example, taken from :
right of the star that moved first and is followed by the star who was to his right, who is presented in Figure 3. Initially
moves over to the right of him. Next the discontented zero moves, and he moves to round of moving leads to the secc

the left, passing four stars along the way. (Rightwards he would have had to move and the same resulting neighborh(

a greater distance.) Some tabletop experimentation
And so forth. The result is the top line of Figure 2, containing eight newly discontent random sequences yield from abo

individuals. We now give them their turn: and they rearrange themselves to form the seven or eight groupings with an
bottom line in Figure 2, in which everybody is content. (There is no guarantee that groups and 12 the modal size. S
two rounds will put everybody in equilibrium. One round may do it, more than two
may be required.) ........

The result is six clusters of like individuals, containing 8, 15, 10, 15, 16 and 6 ++ooo+oo++o+o++o++o++ooooo++(
members respectively, averaging 12 members.

If we count the like and opposite neighbors among the eight belonging to each of
the 70 individuals, we find that 440 out of 540 neighbors are of the same color, or _ ooooooo-F++++.++++++++oooooooc
81.5%. Counting himself as the ninth member of his neighborhood, everyone lives (73 (14) (14
in a neighborhood in which his own color predominates by an average ratio somewhat
greater than five to one. This resulted from individuals' seeking a ratio not less than
five to four. t
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teir neighborhoods. (The expected !*__oooooooo++++o+++++++++oooo++ooo+o+o+++o+++++++++oooooooqoooooooo++++++i
._specify that a dissatisfied member ,
am demand--the nearest point at
le time he arrives there. 'Nearest, oooooooo+++++++++++++++oooooooooo+++++++++++++++oooooooooooooooo++++++

number of neighbors on the way; (8) (15) (10) (15) (16) (6)
when he gets there. We also need

t members move in turn, counting Fig.2
aoves first, the star sixth from the

We knew in advance that, if there were an equilibrium, everyone would get to live

re content will become discontent, in a neighborhood at least five-ninths his own color. We knew, or could easily have
)ods or opposite members move in. discovered, that equilibria existed. We could have surmised that our rules of movement

as opposite neighbors move away would lead to equilibria, because each person's search for others of like color raises
ny originally discontented member the likelihood that people of like color will stay in the place he moves to and those
after all, and anyone who becomes of opposite color will leave it. We got a more striking result.
e 26 original discontents have had Notice that regular alternation of stars and zeros would satisfy everybody with
is the four nearest neighbors on exactly half his neighbors of like color. So would alternating pairs: two zeros, two

stay; if someone moves in between stars, two more zeros, etc. Alternating groups of three or four would not meet the
ray ceases to be a neighbor because condition; but any groups of five or more in alternation meet it. We got groups of

about twelve.

s of others. When it is his turn to If people, though not wanting to be in the minority, prefer mixed neighborhoods,
: not met where he is and stays if only 40 of the 70 managed it at all. Thirty have no neighbors of opposite color.
9ate if he studied the prospective Furthermore, those who would like some neighbors of opposite color but are unwilling

i themselves to be in a neighborhood minority can move nearer to the boundary of their
)n the left (the star located second own color group, but will never go beyond the boundary; if everybody wants two or
_bors, and inserts himself between three neighbors of opposite color, there will be turmoil within each group as people

" who was ninth. He now has two i continually move to within a couple of spaces of the color boundary; none of this
d two among the four to the right. : affects the grouping itself.
•om the end; he moves over to the _t Another example, taken from another column in the same table of random digits,
the star who was to his right, who 1 is presented in Figure 3. Initially, out of 72 members, there are

30 discontents; one

ated zero moves, and he moves to round of moving leads to the second line in that figure, and again we have six groups

'ards he wouk_ have had to move i and the same resulting neighborhood statistics as in the first case.
,t Some tabletop experimentation suggests that, with everything else the same, different

, containing eight newly discontent random sequences yield from about five groupings with an average of 14 members to
, rearrange themselves to form the seven or eight groupings with an average of 9 or 10, six being the modal number of
ntent. (There is no guarantee that groups and 12 the modal size. Similar experimentation suggests that the order of
round may do it, more than two (

! . . ° . .... °.o . • • • . ... °. .. o o o .. .

.ntaining 8, 15, 10, 15, 16 and 6 ++ooo+oo++o+o++o++o++ooooo++ooo++ooo++o+++oo+oo+oooo+ooo.++o+o+++o_oo+o+

mg the eight belonging to each of
] 0000000.+++++++++++++00000000000000+++++++++00000000000000000++++++++++4ighbors are of the same color, or

his neighborhood, everyone lives '.
(7) (14) (14) (9) (17) (ii)

ates by an average ratio somewhat

uals' seeki, g a ratio not less than Fig.3
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moves makes little difference unless we allow our people to anticipate outcomes and line of Figure 6 was obtained. Usii
seek either to maximize or to minimize group sizes. (It also appears that the 70 people deletion, and again another randc
who fit within the margins of a typewriter are a large enough linear sample if stars lines of Figure 6 were obtained as,
and zeros are about equal in number.)

++++++++++++O0000000C

Variations of the Linear Model
Our model has five elements that are readily varied: neighborhood size, demanded

percentage of one's own color, ratio of stars to zeros in the total population, rules +.++++++++++ooooooooo
governing movement, and original configuration.

If we reduce neighborhood size, we get the same general pattern of alternating
clusters (which we could call 'alternating homogeneous neighborhoods' except that
they do not correspond to 'neighborhoods' as the members define them). Testing ++++++++++++++ooooooo,
with the two random sequences that we have already used, defining the neighborhood
as three people on either side of a resident, we find 37 initial discontents in the first
case, 5 new discontents after the first round of moving, and an end result of ten groups
with an average size of 7. The second sequence generates 29 discontents, 3 new ones As the numerical inequality of rr
after the first round, with an end result of seven clusters averaging 10 per cluster, expects the segregation (or 'segrega
Further experiment suggests a mean of 7 or 8 per cluster, or approximately twice --there aren't enough of the min(
the minimum size of cluster that meets the demand (alternating clusters of 4) and four to one, even a regular distril:
with the average person's neighborhood 75 _ to 80 _ his own color']', neighbors of opposite color. Furt

To illustrate what happens if we have unequal totals of zeros and stars, I have cluster that will satisfy the minorit
eliminated 17 of the 35 zeros in our first sequence (from Figure 1), letting a roll of the is 5, the minimum clustering amon
die determine the fate of each zero. Different rolls of the die will get you different reduced 4 × 5, or 20.

sequences; Figure 4 shows the one that I got. What is less immediately apparen
minority itself tends to become mot

• • .,,.. -- - . . . . ° • ..o • • •

+ooo+++oo++o+++o++o++o++oo++o++++o+++++oo+++o+o+++o++ diminishes. That is, the minority cl
itself becomes smaller. Or, to put it

Fig.4 diminished, the number (frequenc
proportionately.

The reason is not too obscure"
+-'+__ _++ +++++++000000000000000000++++++++++++++++++++

in proportion to the total populati

(15) (18) (20) the minority among any eight con
portionately; so the number of pol

Fig.5 relative to the minority population.
travels to a place where at least fou

All the zeros are now discontent, and three of the stars, with neighborhood defined end up together at places where al
again as the four on either side. Using the familiar rules of movement, all the zeros chance. Even demanding but three t
congregate in the first round, as in Figure 5. clusters averaging about twice the siz

Again rolling dice to eliminate about half the zeros from our second sequence half, the mean cluster of a 10_o min,
(that of Figure 3), yielding again a ratio of about two stars for every zero, I found 18 population is large enough to susta
of 20 zeros discontent and 2 of the stars. After a round of moving there were still 4
discontented members, and after a second round, 2. After the third round, the top Restricted Movement

A related point is interesting. Sup]
t A curious property of this six-neighbor neighborhood is that, short of clusters of four 20 _o or 10_o, still with initial rand(

or more, the only pattern that meets the demand for half one's neighbors like himself is distance. Some, probably many, pe• . . O(3+(3++©+OO+O++ .... Even this one is unstable at the ends: it must run

indefinitely in both directions or form a closed curve, else it unravels completely into clusters, their demands are satisfied• We the
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of Figure 6 was obtained. Using the same original sequence, but another randomeople to anticipate outcomes and
It also appears that the 70 people : deletion, and again another random deletion from the same original, the other two
rge enough linear sample if stars lines of Figure 6 were obtained as end results.

+++++++ +++++OOOOOOOO00++ +++ ++ ++ ++O0000+-t- +-c ++++++-+ OOO00

: neighborhood size, demanded

ros in the total population, rules +.++++++++++oooooooooo+++++++++++ooooooooooo+++++++++++

le general pattern of alternating
eous neighborhoods' except that

:members define them). Testing ++++++++++++++oooooooooooooooo++++++++++++++++++++
, used, defining the neighborhood
37 initial discontents in the first Fig.6

g, and an end result of ten groups
_rates 29 discontents, 3 new ones As the numerical inequality of majority and minority becomes more extreme, one
:lusters averaging 10 per cluster, expects the segregation (or 'segregatedness') of tile majority to become more extreme.
cluster, or approximately twice --there aren't enough of the minority to go around. If stars outnumber zeros by

d (alternating clusters of 4) and four to one, even a regular distribution will give stars an average of but one-fifth
Yohis own colorer. . neighbors of opposite color. Furthermore, since the minimum size of segregated
:otals of zeros and stars, I have cluster that will satisfy the minority's demands for one-half neighbors of like color
om Figure 1), letting a roll of the is 5, the minimum clustering among the majority that would satisfy the minority is
Ledie will get you different reduced 4 x 5, or 20.

What is less immediately apparent, but becomes apparent on reflection, is that the

...... minority itself tends to become more segregated from the majority, as its relative size
_+++++oo+++o+o+++0++ diminishes. That is, the minority clusters become absolutely larger as the minority

itself becomes smaller. Or, to put it differently, as the relative size of the minority is
diminished, the number (frequency) of minority clusters diminishes more than

proportionately.

4++++++++++++.+++++ The reason is not too obscure: as the randomly distributed minority diminishes
in proportion to the total population, the likelihood of four or more members of

(20) the minority among any eight consecutive individuals diminishes more than pro-
portionately; so the number of potentially stable clusters ('growth nodes') declines
relative to the minority population. Since everybody, under our rules of movement,
travels to a place where at least four of eight individuals are his own color, they all

stars, with neighborhood defined end up together at places where at least four out of eight originally coincided by
rules of movement, all the zeros chance. Even demanding but three neighbors of like color, a 10_o minority will form

clusters averaging about twice the size of those obtained in Figures 2 and 3. Demanding
eros from our second sequence half, the mean cluster of a 10 _ minority will contain upwards of 100 if the aggregate

stars for every zero, I found 18 population is large enough to sustain any growth nodes at all!
und of moving there were still 4

:. After the third round, the top Restricted Movement

A related point is interesting. Suppose the minority becomes relatively small, say
t is that, short of clusters of four 20 _o or 10 _o, still with initial random distribution, and we impose a limit on travel
aalf one's neighbors like himself is

unstable at the ends: it must run distance. Some, probably many, perhaps all, will become unable to move to where
t unravels completely into clusters, their demands are satisfied. We then modify the rule: if a neighborhood half your
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own color does not occur within the allowed radius of travel, move to the nearest hood moves to the nearest vacant _
place where three out of eight occur. The result is that everybody achieves his desired meets his demands. In most of wh_
neighborhood, half or more his own color, without traveling as far as if he and the defined as the eight surrounding sc
others had been free to travel! The limitation on travel channels them into the smaller, a 3× 3 square. Color preferences v
more frequently occurring, potential clusters ('growth nodes'), which proceed to either in absolute terms--the numb
grow into clusters that more than satisfy them. squares--or in relative terms--the

Thus travel restrictions imposed on individual movement can be a substitute for color among the eight surrounding,
concerted movement. It can also be a substitute for anticipatory movement, in which number would correspond to a r;
a person stops among three fellows of like color knowing, as he makes it four, that zero up to eight neighbors, there are
a fifth will soon arrive and stay. to specify in describing one's neigl

All of this is too abstract and artificial to be a motion picture of whites and blacks As in the linear model, I make
or boys and girls choosing houses along a road or even stools along a counter, but sense to distribute the blank space,,
it is suggestive of a segregating process and illustrates some of the dynamics that could too. (It makes some difference.) 11
be present in individually motivated segregation, whites, in others a ratio of two to

what its neighborhood demands a_
Area Distribution to move to the nearest satisfactor3.
A convenience of the linear model was that, when we moved a person (or a counter) of squares one traverses horizonta
from a spot between two neighbors to a spot between two other neighbors, everybody the order in which they move; this
could just move over to make room or to close up the vacant space, and the linear In some cases the order of move
order was preserved. To do the same in two dimensions is not so easy; we need a rule such as working generally from left
about who moves over in which direction to make room for the newcomer or to close if all of one color completes its m,
up a vacated space. A convenient way to meet the problem is to deal with absolute of course, to test the sensitivity ol
space rather than relative position: divide the area into a fixed number of spaces, Because what is reported here has
leaving some vacant; a person can move only into a vacant space, and when he moves the order of moves has been adhere
he leaves a space vacant. 'Neighborhood' is defined in terms of neighboring spaces. As a start, we can use some of 1

To be specific: divide the area into squares like a checkerboard (but without any equal numbers of stars and zeros
alternating colors) and distribute colored chips at random among the squares, leaving suitable fraction left blank for ea
some squares blank. One chip occupies one square, and a 'neighborhood' is defined eight surrounding squares; and a u
by reference to the surrounding squares; each square on a checkerboard has eight neighbors be of the same color, t
immediate neighbors, so a convenient minimum-sized neighborhood for an individual vacant square.
is his own square plus the eight surrounding; larger 'neighborhoods' can be considered Figure 7 shows an initial rando
by including the 24 surrounding squares in a 5 x 5 area, etc. An actual board, in

contrast to a conceptually infinite expanse, has sidesand corners; but, then, so probably _o # # # # (
do most natural areas, and this may be no disadvantage. Along the edge of the board o # o o (
a square has only five neighboring squares, and in a corner but three. The whole area # # o o #
need not itself be square; convenience may dictate some other shape, and if one wants # # #
to study the influence of natural boundaries a long and narrow checkerboard six o o o _

#o# (
squares wide and twenty long will have a higher proportion of residents on the edge # o o #
than a square one. o # o _,

In order that people be able to move there must be some vacant spaces; in order o # o
that they have significant choice of where to move there must be quite a few. While o o
it is interesting to study what happens if the supply of vacant spaces is restricted, o # # o (
unless one is actually studying the influence of restricted supply the vacancies need # o # o
to be a reasonably high proportion of the total. It turns out that 25 _ to 30_ vacancies o o (
allows fair freedom of movement without making the board too empty.

The rule of movement, then, is that an individual discontent with his own neighbor-
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of travel, move to the nearest moves to the nearest vacant spot that surrounds him with a neighborfiood that
tt everybody achieves his desired his demands. In most of what I'm going to show you, 'neighborhood' has been
traveling as far as if he and the defined as the eight surrounding squares that, together with one's own square, form
1channels them into the smaller, a 3 × 3 square. Color preferences with respect to one's neighborhood can be defined
wth nodes'), which proceed to either in absolute terms--the number of one's own color within the eight surrounding

squares--or in relative terms--the ratio of neighbors of one's own color to opposite
)vement can be a substitute for color among the eight surrounding squares. If all squares were occupied, every absolute
mticipatory movement, in which number would correspond to a ratio; but because one may have anywhere from
)wing, as he makes it four, that zero up to eight neighbors, there are eight denominators and therefore eight numerators

to specify in describing one's neighborhood demands.
ion picture of whites and blacks As in the linear model, I make an initial distribution at random. It might make
ven stools along a counter, but sense to distribute the blank spaces evenly, but I let them be determined at random,
some of the dynamics that could too. (It makes some difference.) In some cases I use equal numbers of blacks and

whites, in others a ratio of two to one or larger. I then specify for each of the colors
what its neighborhood demands are. I specify the rule for moving, which is usually
to move to the nearest satisfactory square, with 'nearest' measured by the number

: moved a person (or a counter) of squares one traverses horizontally and vertically. And we need a rule to specify
two other neighbors, everybody the order in which they move; this part is more complicated than in the linear model.
he vacant space, and the linear In some cases the order of move was determined merely by position on the board,
as is not so easy; we need a rule such as working generally from left to right; it is also interesting to see what happens
_m for the newcomer or to close if all of one color completes its moves before the other color moves. It is possible,
roblem is to deal with absolute of course, to test the sensitivity of the results with respect to the order of moves.
into a fixed number of spaces, Because what is reported here has all been done by hand and eye, no exact rule for
tcant space, and when he moves the order of moves has been adhered to strictly.
terms of neighboring spaces. As a start, we can use some of the same parameters as in our first linear model:

checkerboard (but without any I equal numbers of stars and zeros distributed at random among the squares, with a
tom among the squares, leaving suitable fraction left blank for ease of movement; 'neighborhood' defined as the
md a 'neighborhood' is defined I eight surrounding squares; and a universal demand that no fewer than half of one's
e on a checkerboard has eight neighbors be of the same color, the discontent moving to the nearest satisfactory
neighborhood for an individual vacant square.
,ighborhoods' can be considered Figure 7 shows an initial random distribution. There are 13 rows, 16 columns,
area, etc. An actua, board, in

:lcorners; but, then, so probably o 4, # # 4* o o o o # # o o
ge. Along the edge of the board o # o o o # # # 44 o
orner but three. The whole area # # o o # 4, 4, o # # #
m other shape, and if one wants # # # o # # # o o

and narrow checkerboard six o o o # # # # # 44 o o

Jortion of residents on the edge # o # o o # o o # #
#oo# ooo###
o #o ## #ooo _"

e some vacant spaces; in order o 44 o # # o 44

ere must be quite a few. While o o # o # o o o o # #i
of vacant spaces is restricted, o # # o o o o o # 4, o # #i

cted supply the vacancies need # o # o # o o # o # o o #out that 25 _ to 30 _ovacancies o o o 4, o # o o o 4,
board too empty.

;content with his own neighbor- Fig. 7
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208 squares (for reasons of convenience that I won't go into here). It might seem
unnecessary to reproduce an actual picture of randomly distributed stars and zeros # # # # #######
and blank squares; but some of the results are going to be judged impressionistically, # # # # # #
and it is worthwhile to get some idea of the kind of picture or pattern that emerges # # # #
from a random distribution. If one insists on finding 'homogeneous neighborhoods' o o o o # #
in this random distribution, he can certainly do so. Randomness is not regularity, o o o o o
If we are going to look at 'segregated areas' and try to form an impression of how o o o o o
segregated they are, or an impression of how segregated they look, we may want a o o o

O O

little practice at drawing neighborhood boundaries in random patterns, o o
Patterns, though, can be deceptive, and it is useful to have some measures of o o o

segregation or concentration or clustering or sorting. One possible measure is the o o
average proportion of neighbors of like or opposite color. If we count neighbors of o o o
like color and opposite color for each of the 138 randomly distributed stars and zeros
in Figure 7, we find that zeros on the average have 53 _o of their neighbors of the
same color, stars 46 9/o. (The percentages can differ because stars and zeros can have
different numbers of blank neighboring spaces.)

There are, of course, many regular patterns that would yield everybody a set of
neighbors half his own color and half the opposite color. Neglecting blank spaces = # # o## o
for the moment, a checkerboard pattern will do it; alternate diagonal lines of stars # # #
and zeros will do it; dividing the board into 2 x 2 squares of four cells each, and # # # # #
forming a checkerboard out of these four-cell squares, will also yield everybody four o o # _ #
neighbors of like color and four of opposite. And so forth. Patterning is evidently o o o o
related to, but distinct from, any measures of neighborhood homogeneity that we o o o o o
may work out.'f o o ooo##

Now play the game of solitaire. Identify the discontents--there are 25 stars and o o # _ # 4+
18 zeros in Figure 7 whose neighbors are less than half of like color--and, in some o # # # o
order, move them to where they are content, continuing to move the newly discontent o o o
until the entire board is in equilibrium. (There is no guarantee that everybody can find o o o
a blank space that suits him, but with the numbers we are using now it usually turns
out that he can.) The particular outcome will depend very much on the order in which
discontented stars and zeros are moved, the character of the outcome not very much.
The reader can check this for himself in about ten minutes if he has a roll of pennies,

a roll of nickels, and a sheet of paper big enough for 16 columns of one-inch squares. [ # # # _3

Working generally from the upper left corner downward and to the right, an [ # #
equilibrium was achieved as shown in Figure 8. Working from the center outwards, # # #

the same initial distribution led to the equilibrium of Figure 9. The 'segregation' in # # # # #
Figure 8 is too striking to need comment. In Figure 9 it is also striking, though more o o .#L._# #
fragmented. The pattern in Figure 9 stands out more if we draw some boundaries; o o o o #0 0 0 0 0

this may be cheating a little, in making an apparent pattern stand out, but that is why o

I first presented it without the boundaries and also why I suggested scrutinizing the [o o 1# #

random distribution to see that some 'segregated patterns' emerged even there. [ o [# # # #

Figure 10 is Figure 9 with some boundaries drawn in. o # # #[-6"
Though the patterns are impressionistic, the neighbor count is not. Originally, it o o o

will be recalled, the average percentage of like neighbors that the zeros had was 53, o o o

I Patterning--departure from randomness--will prove to be characteristic of integration,

well as of segregation, if the integration results from choice and not chance, i
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and stars 46. On the average, both colors were virtually at their minimum demands opposite neighbors is upwards of fo_
(as they were bound to be with equal numbers in total). But after the discontent have less than 1.5 for demands of about
adjusted, and the newly discontent have then adjusted, and so on to equilibrium as are for about one-third.t
in Figure 9, zeros on the average have neighbors who are five-sixths zeros, stars have

neighbors who are four-fifths stars. On the average each zero has five neighbors, o o o o
of whom (not quite) one is a star. Including himself, there are thus six people in the o o o o
average zero's neighborhood, five his own color and one opposite. In the average o o # # o o
star's neighborhood there are about four and a half neighbors, one of whom is a # # # o
zero; including himself, there are thus five and a half residents of his neighborhood, # # # # #
one of whom is of opposite color, o o #

Another statistic is the percentage of the population that has no neighbors of # o o o #o####
opposite color at all. In the random distribution of Figure 7 the number is 13 (which o # # o
corresponds exactly to the expected value in an 11 x 16 matrix with one-third stars, o # # o o
one-third zeros, and one-third blanks). In Figure 9 the number is 54, or approximately o # # # o
40 _o compared with 10 _o.t o o # #

The figures are even more lopsided for Figure 8, where, counting himself, the o o # #
average person lives in a neighborhood that is 90_ his own color (89 for zeros, 91
for stars), and two-thirds of both colors have no neighbors of opposite color.

Now we can vary some parameters to see what we get. I shall not show any more

initial distributions; they all involve the same 13 rows and 16 columns, blank spaces An increase in the demand for lik

usually equal to about 30 _o of the total, and a random distribution of the two colors, the number that will be initially disco
We can vary the ratio of stars to zeros, the fraction or number of own color that stars that results from each movement: ea_

and zeros demand, and in a few cases the size of the 'neighborhood.' We look, too, neighbors of like color the more he
at the consequences of an actual preference for integration, neighbors the more he acquires. And

My samples have been too small, so far, to allow serious generalizations, so I shall ment is induced by those that move c
tbrmulate hypotheses suggested by what I have done. Quantitative measures, of course, These three effects compound toget[
refer exclusively to an artificial checkerboard and are unlikely to have any quantitative rising function of demands in the ra_
analogue in the living world. Comparisons among them, however, such as the effect When the demands of both color

of reducing or enlarging the size of a minority, may be capable of some extension Evidently for neighborhoods with fix
to that world, demands of the two colors add up to

not fixed boundaries, so it is possib
bltensity of Demand for Like Neighbors majority in his own neighborhood. Bt
If the two colors are equal in number, if neighborhoods are defined as the eight we should expect that demands sumn
surrounding squares, and if both colors have the same demands for neighbors like segregation, as apparently they do.
themselves, the segregation that results is slight when the demand is for about one-third

of one's neighbors like oneself and striking when the demand is as high as one-half. Unequal Demands
This result is both impressionistic and quantitative: the results are visually striking If stars and zeros are about equal in

in the one case and not in the other, and the resulting ratios of like neighbors to other, the more demanding end up v
_f It may be helpful to compare the pattern of stars and zeros in Figure 9 with those of some not much higher. An illustration is FiE

standard reference pattern, such as rectangular blocks of stars and zeros on an unbounded checker- are about equal in number but the ze_

board. The neighbor count of Figure 9 turns out to be identical with that obtained if stars and zeros out of four or fewer be their own col
occur in 7 × 7 squares of 49 each. (It should be kept in mind that 2 x 2 squares yield the same neighbor

count, one to one, as expected in the random distribution.) Similarly, 3 x 3 squares are the smallest 1"Since the number of neighbors is a smal

homogeneous groups in which someone has no neighbors of opposite color, the percentage for 3 x 3 of neighbors have to differ. In Figure 11, the

being 11 _, almost exactly that expected in a random distribution of the size and shape of Figure 7; two out of five neighbors or more. The ave

the 39 _o without neighbors of opposite color in Figure 9 correspond to mono-colored 5 x 6 groupings five and one-half, the average number when

on an unbounded surface (12 out of 30, or 40 _). average effective preference is therefore in tl
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tually at their minimum demands i ,site neighbors is upwards of four to one for demands of one-half or more, and_tal). But after the discontent have than 1.5 for demands of about one-third. See Figure 11, in whi6h the demands
sted, and so on to equilibrium as , ,ii_.¢ for about one-third._
ho are five-sixths zeros, stars have

Lgeeach zero has five neighbors, o o o o o # o o o o o o
If, there are thus six people in the o o o o # # o o o o o

md one opposite. In the average ' o o # # o o o # # o o o
talf neighbors, one of whom is a # # # o o o # # o o o # o

alf residents of his neighborhood, # # # # # # # # #oo# ## #o# #
#ooo# #ooo# #

dation that has no neighbors of o # # # # # # # o o # # # #
Figure 7 the number is 13 (which o # # o o o o o o #
I x 16 matrix with one-third stars, o # # o o # # o o o o o
he number is 54, or approximately o # # # o o # # o o # o # #

oo.# #o ##o## #

8, where, counting himself, the o o # # # # # # # #
Vohis own color (89 for zeros, 91

_ighbors of opposite color. Fig. il
ve get. I shall not show any more

,ws and 16 columns, blank spaces An increase in the demand for like neighbors does three things. First, it increases
om distribution of the two colors, the number that will be initially discontent. Second, it increases the like-color density
or number of own color that stars that results from each movement: each individual that moves not only acquires more
he 'neighborhood.' We look, too, neighbors of like color the more he demands, but becomes a like neighbor to more
_gration. neighbors the more he acquires. And, third, the greater the demands the more move-
serious generalizations, so I shall ment is induced by those that move on the part of those that were originally content.
Quantitative measures, of course, These three effects compound together to make the resulting segregation a rapidly

; unlikely to have any quantitative rising function of demands in the range from about 35 _o to 50 _. ,
:hem, however, such as the effect When the demands of both colors are for 50_o, their sum is of course 100 _o.
ay be capable of some extension Evidently for neighborhoods with fixed boundaries, no coexistence is possible if the

demands of the two colors add up to more than one. In the present model there are
not fixed boundaries, so it is possible to have mixed areas with everybody in the
majority in his own neighborhood. But the degree of flexibility is not great. Therefore

_rhoods are defined as the eight we should expect that demands summing to more than one should result in extreme
ame demands for neighbors like segregation, as apparently they do.the demand is for about one-third

_e demand is as high as one-half. Unequal Demands
e: the results are visually striking If stars and zeros are about equal in number but one is more demanding than the
llting ratios of like neighbors to " other, the more demanding end up with a higher proportion of like neighbors, but
zeros in Figure 9 with those of some not much higher. An illustration is Figure 12, in which the zeros (77) and the stars (72)
and zeros on an unbounded checker- are about equal in number but the zeros are less demanding. Zeros demand that one

:al with that obtained if stars and zeros
out of four or fewer be their own color, two out of five or more; stars demand two

at 2 x 2 squares yield the same neighbor

_imilarly, 3 x 3 squares are the smallest t Since the number of neighbors is a small integer, the fractions demanded for different numbers
opposite color, the percentage for 3 × 3 of neighbors have to differ. In Figure 11, the demands are for one like neighbor out of four or fewer,

_tionof the size and shape of Figure 7; two out of five neighbors or more. The average number of neighbors in the initial distribution is
spond to mono-colored 5x 6 groupings fiveand one-half, the average number when equilibrium is reached is about four and one-half; the

averageeffective preferenceis therefore in the neighborhood of one-third.
B
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their own color if they have three to five neighbors, three if they have six or seven # :

neighbors, and four out of eight. Zeros end up with a ratio of 2:1 of neighbors their # # # :
own color; stars, who are nearly twice as demanding, show the somewhat higher # #

## #
ratio of 2:5. # o #

oo##
###ooo oo## ooo oo# #
##o ooo o###o# ##o#(
#o oo oo### ### ###oc
oooo o#### # # ###oc
# o ##### ##o # ooc
##oo oooo o o ##oc
#####o ooo o o ## oc
#oo## oo ooooo
#oo#####o ooo o
##oo####o ooo#o
#o #####o## ##o

ooooo# ## # o
o o o # # # o o distribution is about 1:2, end up

in ratio. Stars went from an initia
With extreme color ratios, like fi

Fig. 12 phenomenon related to its absolute
' this earlier in the linear model. Th

If one forgets momentarily the logical constraints, there is surprise in this. Shouldn't small that nearly everybody in the
the more separatist of the two colors get more separated .9No, separation is a reciprocal toward whatever cluster of like-col
thing: for every white with a black neighbor there is exactly one black with a white such clusters declines disproportioI
neighbor, if 'neighbors' are consistently defined. Ratios for the two colors can differ is that the minority forms larger clu.,
only if stars have more or fewer stars as neighbors than zeros have zeros. The ratios to become locally dissatisfied.
differ, that is, only by different mean population densities in the neighborhoods of An extreme case of this absolute<

the two colors. Such a difference does occur but is limited, among other things, by an area populated initially by one
the number of blank spaces on the board. With no blank spaces, the like-neighbor color enter one by one. The first i:
ratios for the two colors would be mathematically constrained to equality if the two best the second can do is to join tl
colors were equal in number, and for unequal numbers would differ strictly as a any like neighbors at all, joins the
function of their numerical ratios. (The percentage of neighbors of opposite color and all who follow. In the end all

for the majority would be equal to that for the minority multiplied by the numerical between joining the only cluster or
ratio of the minority to the majority.) spaces permit them to achieve a si

In Figure 12 the stars are noticeably more compacted than the zeros; the latter begin to vacate the locality of the cl
are spaced out more. This is a result to be regularly expected--but only after one of the new color. This result will t
has learned to expect it. demands of the newcomers.

k The process is illustrated in Figur_
Unequal Numbers, Equal Demands in which the stars outnumber the ze

If we put one of the two colors in minority status, letting it be outnumbered two to as the 24 surrounding squares. The
one or four to one, greater segregation occurs than with equal numbers, for any absolute number of but two zeros
given set of demands on the part of the two colors. When one of the colors numbers i the somewhat immoderate demanc
only half the other, demands for about one-third neighbors of like color lead to ratios _, population in the 24 surrounding s
close to two to one for the minority (and, necessarily, still higher for the majority), star is dissatisfied, the one nearest t

Figure 13 illustrates this effect. Stars outnumber zeros about two to one; demands from movement is somewhat sensi
are identical--a minimum of two neighbors of like color. The effective 'demand' , to the various dissatisfied zeros, of
averages about 35 _. The zeros, whose ratio of like to unlike neighbors in a random t results obtained from different me

IIIIII I
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rs, three if they have six or seve_a _, # # # # # o o o # # o o # #
t a ratio of 2"1 of neighbors their ( _ # # # o # # # o # #
tding, show the somewhat higher ' # # # # # # # # # o #

#o# # # ooo
Tr,

ooo oo## # ### oo
oo# ## ### #oo

##o# ##o#oo # # ## o
# ### ###oooo #### ooo

# # ###ooo# # ##o
# ##o # ooo# # # #
o o ##oo### ## ###o o o
ooooo ! ## oo## ## # #
0 0 0

o o # o , Fig.13
# ##o

# o I
# o o distribution is about 1:2, end up with the ratio reversed, 2:1, a fourfold increase

in ratio. Stars went from an initial ratio of 2:1 to ratio of 4:1.

With extreme color ratios, like five to one or more, the minority tends to display a
phenomenon related to its absolute density rather than its relative density. We observed

, this earlier in the linear model. The proportion of initially satisfied individuals is so
there is surprise in this. Shouldn't small that nearly everybody in the minority moves. Everybody, furthermore, moves

ted .9No, separation is a reciprocal toward whatever cluster of like-colored individuals he can find; and the number of
is exactly one black with a white such clusters declines disproportionately as the minority becomes smaller. The result

_tios for the two colors can differ is that the minority forms larger clusters, large enough to cause even a tolerant majority
than zeros have zeros. The ratios to become locally dissatisfied.

lensities in the neighborhoods of An extreme case of this absolute-number principle is easily envisioned by supposing
limited, among other things, by an area populated initially by one color alone, into which newcomers of opposite

o blank spaces, the like-neighbor ' color enter one by one. The first is located at random and has no place to go; the
constrained to equality if the two ' best the second can do is to join the first; the third, wherever he lands, if he wants

zmbers would differ strictly as a I any like neighbors at all, joins the first two, and similarly with the fourth and fifth
e of neighbors of opposite color and all who follow. In the end all the newcomers are together. Each has the choice
ority multiplied by the numerical Ji between joining the only cluster or remaining entirely alone. If the available blank

1 spaces permit them to achieve a significant density, the color initially resident will
pacted than the zeros; the latter i begin to vacate the locality of the cluster, and the result will be a solid neighborhood
rly expected--but only after one of the new color. This result will be independent of the moderateness of the color

demands of the newcomers.

( The process is illustrated in Figure 14, one part of which is an initial random scatter
' in which the stars outnumber the zeroes by five to one. Neighborhoods were defined

letting it be outnumbered two to _ as the 24 surrounding squares. The zeros were given a very moderate demand--an
an with equal numbers, for any absolute number of but two zeros in the entire 24 surrounding squares--and stars
When one of the colors numbers the somewhat immoderate demand that zeros be no more than one-third of the

ghbors of like color lead to ratios population in the 24 surrounding squares. In the random distribution only a single
y, still higher for the majority), star is dissatisfied, the one nearest to the lower right corner. The pattern that results

'.eros about two to one; demands from movement is somewhat sensitive to the precise order of movement imputed
_e color. The effective 'demand' to the various dissatisfied zeros, of whom there are 11 out of the 15 individuals. Two

to unlike neighbors in a random results obtained from different moving orders are shown in Figure 14. The like-
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o # # # # # o # # neighbor ratio for zeros can be coml
# _ '_ ,,

" _* # # or, for comparability with earlier r
# o # # o # # # # the two results) achieve not quite o_## # #

# # o # o # # 8-neighbor neighborhoods, they ach
## o # #o # #

# # o # # # # # # # Population Densities
# # # # # # # An unexpected result that undoubt

o # # o # is in what the sorting does to the pop
# # # o # # # It will be recalled that with equal n## # # # #

# # # # # o the more demanding color ended v¢
# o # # o This was possible because of a disci

acquired in the process by the two o
homogeneous clusters is mathema

demanding ends up with more neigh

# # # # # # # This result was recognized as a ma
# # # # # # # # a discrepancy in the 'segregatednes,

# # # __ _ # # # the two colors.
# # o o # Attention was called earlier to F

o o _ # o o # # ratio of like to opposite neighbors t
o # o o o # 4# The same figure illustrates the dem,

### o o o ## # o # #### # figure, have 5.35 neighbors, zeros 4

i_ # # o # ,F # # # border positions, so the difference

# # # # # # # neighboring spaces.
# # # # # # Actually the impression one gets ir

# # # # and stars more compacted, than th
# blank spaces are 'neighbors' of othe

clearly 'belong' to the zeros. Our 'neig
to stars and zeros, misses this phenon
neighborhoods, not on any 'collecti

# # # # o o pattern in Figure 12, however, temp
# # # # # # o o regions occupied exclusively by zel

# # # # # # When the segregation is quite inco_
# # # o o # # # # alternative rules for drawing boun&## oo ## ##
# # # o # # Figure 12 the segregation is sufficier

# # o o # # # easily draw neat boundaries that co:

# # # # # # o o furthermore impute blank spaces air
# # # o o territories. If we do this we find the

# # # # o plausibly be imputed either to star te
# # # # # # into about 14 that we can impute to

# # # # # # # # # # # to zeros. (Ten ambiguous blanks wer,
# # # # # # # # blank spaces 'belonging' to them, th_

altogether, and a population density
Fig. 14 territory comprising 122 spaces altol

territory' is 37 70 vacant, 'star territoJ

Figure 12 may display the density
it usefully introduces a notion of 'col
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o # # ratio for zeros can be computed on the basis of either 24 neighboring spaces
# # { for comparability with earlier results, 8. In the larger neighborhoods, zeros (in

##
# two results) achieve not quite one-half neighbors of like color; computed for the

# # s.neighbor neighborhoods, they achieve almost three-quarters.
#

# # # population Densities
# # An unexpected result that undoubtedly has ecological significance in some context

is in what the sorting does to the population densities of the individual neighborhoods..1_ d2.

_ It will be recalled that with equal numbers of the two colors but different demands,

# o the more demanding color ended with a higher ratio of like to opposite neighbors.
# o This was possible because of a discrepancy in the average number of like neighbors

acquired in the process by the two colors. That the more demanding ends up in more
homogeneous clusters is mathematically equivalent to the result that the more
demanding ends up with more neighbors, in more densely populated neighborhoods.

# # This result was recognized as a mathematical consequence of what appeared to be
# # a discrepancy in the 'segregatedness' between the more and the less demanding of

# # the two colors.
# Attention was called earlier to Figure 12 because stars had a somewhat higher

# # ratio of like to opposite neighbors than zeros did, a ratio of 2.5 compared with 2.0.
o # # , The same figure illustrates the density phenomenon. Stars on the average, in that
###
# # # i figure, have 5.35 neighbors, zeros 4.55. Stars and zeros occupy similar numbers of

border positions, so the difference is not due to a discrepancy in the number of

# # neighboring spaces.
# i Actually the impression one gets in Figure 12 is that zeros are even more dispersed,
# and stars more compacted, than those numbers suggest. The reason is that many

# ...... ' blank spaces are 'neighbors' of other blank spaces, yet occur within territories that

/ clearly 'belong' to the zeros. Our 'neighbor count,' computed from the squares adjacent
to stars and zeros, misses this phenomenon. The neighbor count is based on individual

' neighborhoods, not on any 'collective neighborhoods' that we might identify. The

# o o I pattern in Figure 12, however, tempts us to draw territorial boundaries, identifying
# o o l i regions occupied exclusively by zeros and regions occupied exclusively by stars.
# # [ When the segregation is quite incomplete, it is by no means easy to do this; and

# # i alternative rules for drawing boundaries may lead to quite different results; but in
# # ' Figure 12 the segregation is sufficiently marked to leave little to discretion. We can

easily draw neat boundaries that completely separate stars from zeros, and we can
o o furthermore impute blank spaces almost unambiguously to star territories and zero

o o i territories. If we do this we find the following. Splitting the blank spaces that might

o 1 plausibly be imputed either to star territory or to zero territory, the 59 blanks divide
# into about 14 that we can impute to 'star territory' and about 45 that we can impute# ##

# # # to zeros. (Ten ambiguous blanks were divided five each in this calculation.) Including

I blank spaces 'belonging' to them, the 72 stars occupy territory comprising 86 spaces
altogether, and a population density of .83 within that territory. The 77 zeros occupy

i territory comprising 122 spaces altogether, with a population density of .63. 'Zero
territory' is 37 _o vacant, 'star territory' only 179/oo.

Figure 12 may display the density phenomenon to more than average degree, but
/ it usefully introduces a notion of 'collective territory,' that appears to be a necessary

t
l
f
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supplement to the 'individual neighborhood' in describing the outcome, even though This observation may not stand up ,z
it enters no one's motivation, in initial numbers, are put into the

Population densities were then examined for the case of equal demands and unequal
numbers, and an equally striking difference in population density showed up. The Congregationist Preferences
minority tends to accumulate in denser neighborhoods than the majority. Figure 13 The reader might try to guess wh.
displays the greater compactness of the minority. The mean number of neighbors shown in Figure 16. The degree o
per zero is 6.0, per star it is just under 5.0. And again one can draw rather unambiguous For the two colors together, like n
boundaries dividing stars from zeros--or 'star territory' from 'zero territory'--and colors, 38 _ have no neighbors of
find that zero territory has an occupancy rate of about 83 _o, star territory of about few individuals in Figure 16 who a
64 _o. The vacancy rate in star territory is just over twice that in zero territory. (Four

somewhat ambiguous blank spaces, in the fourth column from righthand side, were o o o o
allocated two each to star and zero territory.) o o o

A more extreme result is obtained when one group is both smaller in numbers and o o
more demanding as to neighbors. In Figure 15 the ratio of stars to zeros is almost # o o o
four to one; stars demand one star out of four or fewer neighbors, two out of five or # # o o #
more, while zeros demand two out of five or fewer, three out of six or seven, four # # # # #o###
out of eight. In addition to rather striking separation of the two colors, there is o o o o
virtually complete occupancy of'zero territory' amidst a quite dispersed star population, o o o
Stars average 5.1 neighbors apiece; zeros average 6.8, and, given their locations, o o o
7.0 is the maximum, o o o

O O

# # # _ # # #L_o o
# # # # 4, # # # # # #Lq_.9_

## #### ####

# o-o
# # # # # _ o o o o o It might appear that the demande,

# # # # # # # # #1o o o o o Jess than in Figure 10. But in fact
# # # # # # # # 4, # o[__ individual was assumed to want thr_

[ # #__ ## # # # # # spaces (or two out of five, alongthe

# # ######

# [-_o o'%-1 # # # # # # evaluation of neighborhoods. Every
neighbors out of eight; but in achk

Fig. 15 himself--in 'congregating' with his
as if he had demanded majority sta

This density phenomenon is suggestive but not easily related to residential patterns.
Our model not only uses a stylized form of empty space--uniform squares--but,
most important, makes no provision for other factors that are bound to have a strong lntegrationist Preferences
influence on residential density--incomes, family sizes, and the cost of space. (If The foregoing results all assume th,
surfers at a public beach like to be by themselves but swimmers have an even stronger demands for neighbors of like color
incentive to avoid surfboards, our model suggests they will become separated into with a demand for 'integration' e!
groups but the surfers will enjoy more acreage per capita !) supposing that there is an upper as

of like color that one wants. Figure

Size of Neighborhood preference schedules.
Enlarging the area within which a person counts his neighbors attenuates the tendency In both cases zeros are just over lc
to segregate, at least for moderate demands and near-equal numbers of the two colors, for both stars and zeros, an upper as

k
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scribing the outcome, even though observation may not stand up when less tolerant demands, and greater differentials
initial numbers, are put into the larger neighborhoods.

zase of equal demands and unequal _ :?

_pulation density showed up. The _ iCongregationist Preferences
oods than the majority. Figure 13 The reader might try to guess what neighborhood demands generated the pattern

The mean number of neighbors shown in Figure 16. The degree of 'segregation' compares with that of Figure 10.
one can draw rather unambiguous For the two colors together, like neighbors are just over 75 _; and among the two

rritory' from 'zero territory '--and colors, 38 _ have no neighbors of opposite color. Careful inspection would show a
_bout 83 _£, star territory of about few individuals in Figure 16 who are more 'integrated' than in Figure 10.
twice that in zero territory. (Four

column from righthand side, were 1 o o o o # # # # #
o oo ##o## ## #44

,up is both smaller in numbers and o o # o o o o # # # #
_e ratio of stars to zeros is almost # o o o # o o # o o o # #
fewer neighbors, two out of five or # # o o # # # # # o o # # #
er, three out of six or seven, four # # # # # # # o o # # # #
ration of the two colors, there is o _ 4* # # o o o o o # # #
lst a quite dispersed star population, o o o o o o o # # o o # # #ooo ooo ##o ###
;e 6.8, and, given their locations, o o o o o # # o o o #

I o ooo####oooooo
_ _ # # # I o o # # # # # o o o oo ###### o

t

# _I_Q° o t Fig. 16# # #oLq_.2
####

o o o o o It might appear that the demanded ratios in Figure 16 were slightly---only slightly--
O O O O O

_ #_ less than in Figure 10. But in fact there are no demanded ratios in this ease. Each
# # # # individual was assumed to want three neighbors like himself out of eight surrounding
# # # # spaces (or two out of five, along the edge), and to be indifferent to the presence of the
# # opposite color. That is, opposite neighbors were equivalent to blank spaces in the
# # # evaluation of neighborhoods. Everyone's demands leave room for up to five opposite

neighbors out of eight; but in achieving an absolute figure of three out of eight like
himself_in 'congregating' with his own color--he separates from the others just
as if he had demanded majority status.

asily related to residential patterns.
pty space--uniform squares--but,

}rs that are bound to have a strong Integrationist Preferences
sizes, and the cost of space. (If The foregoing results all assume that members of both colors have certain minimum

at swimmers have an even stronger demands for neighbors of like color, but no maximum demands. We can experiment
s they will become separated into with a demand for 'integration' either by supposing some preferred ratio, or by
r capita !) supposing that there is an upper as well as lower bound to the fraction of neighbors

of like color that one wants. Figure 17 shows results from two different 'integrationist'

preference schedules.
; neighbors attenuates the tendency In both cases zeros are just over half the number of stars. In the left panel there is,

tr-equal numbers of the two colors, t, for both stars and zeros, an upper as well as a lower limit to the number oflike neighbors

i
/
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:_ o o # # " # # o o o#,, _ # # o o # # # # .,L_o-o
# # o o # # o o o o # # # o o o # # # o o # o BOUNDED-

##o##oo### ##ooo###o###o
# # o # o o o o # # # # # # # # # # o o o # # o o We turn now to a different mo_

# # o # # # o o # # # # # # o # o o # # # Instead of everyone's defining hi
# o # # # # # # # # # # o # # # # # o o # # there is a common definition of l
# # o # _ o o o # o o o # # # # o o # # o o # either inside it or outside it. Ever

##o## ###o# ## oooo# #ooo##ooo
# # o # # # # # # o # o # # # # o o # # # o # # neighborhood but not with anyc(

# # o # # # # # # o o # # # # # # # # # # # # # 'Residence' in this model can there
# o o # # o # o # o # o o # # # # # # as membership or participation fi
# o # # # # o # # # # o o o o o o o # # bloc, a club, a restaurant, or a ho

o # # # o # o o o # o o o # In this model there is one parti(
prefers to its alternatives. He wil

Fig. 17 opposite color exceeds some limil
('Tolerance,' we shall occasionall3

' he will go someplace else--a pla_demanded" among eight neighbors, at least three and at most six like oneself; among
or where color does not matter.

seven, at least three and at most five; among six, at least three and at most four; among
five, at least two and at most four; among four, either two or three; among three, 'Tolerance,' it should be noticec

either one or two; and one out of two. In the right panel there is a scale of preferences _ location. Whites who appear, in t]
rather than upper and lower limits: out of eight neighbors, five like oneself is the whites may be merely more tolen
preferred number but, if the board offers no such choice, then four and six are equally The higher the limits, the more
preferred as second choice; failing that, three and seven are equally attractive, with in the area. Evidently the upper bo

whites--as percentages they musttwo and eight tied for next place, then one and finally none. Similarly with other
numbers of neighbors: half for odd numbers, just over half for even, with second k any whites and blacks is possibh
and third choices pairing numbers both above and below the preferred number. ! ratios, an area initially occupied 1:

some number among the other c_Tentative experimentation suggests three phenomena that are not present in the
' remain; but, acting individually, l

case of purely 'separatist' demands" ( We can experiment with freque
1. Integration requires more complex patterning than separation; equilibrium is they lead to. We cannot discover

achieved only with a much larger number of moves; and a larger number of individuals area in question; and the area in
move. More individuals may be incapable of being satisfied. And there are problems at the process by which the area 1
of the consistency of the integrationist demands, not only of the two colors but of or whites or a mixture of both,
each of them with the overall color ratio in the population. ( outcomes to the shapes of the c

2. If one of the colors is a minority, the two colors have to pattern themselves in ' movement.
such a way that the minority is 'rationed.' That is, the patterns have to be 'efficient' We assume that all preferences
in the way members of the majority can share minority neighbors. The result may look but if he does his concern takes th
.just as non-random as the segregated results achieved earlier; the patterns are as occur in this area without his choc
striking, but they are different patterns. The minority, for example, may be spread are no minority-seeking individual
out in conspicuous lines rather than clustered in conspicuously convex areas, as in integrated. Absolute numbers do
Figure 17. of scale in being among one's ow

the mix: nobody is near the center
3. The process of moving produces 'dead spaces.' An area densely settled by either _ To study the dynamics we shall

color will be evacuated in its center; neither color will then move into the area, but the is restrictive: if the preference for
boundary is stable because it has contact with the opposite color. The result is that people were already here and the
the blank spaces form their own 'clusters' in the final equilibrium, giving an appearance recovered by returning.) People in
quite different from that produced by purely separatist motives, l color limit; people outside move i
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##o o# #__
# o o o # # # o o # _ _ BOUNDED-NEIGHBORHOOD MODEL "

##ooo###o##¢_ !
# # # # # # # o o o # # o We turn now to a different model, with a changed definition of 'neighborhood.'
# # _4:o # o o # # Instead of everyone's defining his neighborhood by reference to his own location,
o # # # # # o o # there is a common definition of the neighborhood and its boundaries. A person is
o # # # # o o # # o o ' either inside it or outside it. Everyone is concerned about the color ratio within theoo# #ooo##oo

# # # o o # # # o # neighborhood but not with any configuration of the colors within the neighborhood.
# # # # # # # # # ,Residence' in this model can therefore just as well, perhaps even better, be interpreted
# # # # # ¢_ as membership or participation in a job, an office, a university, a church, a voting

o o o o o o # # bloc, a club, a restaurant, or a hospital.
o o # In this model there is one particular bounded area that everybody, black or white,

prefers to its alternatives. He will reside in it unless the percentage of residents of
opposite color exceeds some limit. Each person, black or white, has his own limit.
('Tolerance,' we shall occasionally call it.) If a person's limit is exceeded in this area
he will go someplace else--a place, presumably, where his own color predominates

td at most six like oneself; among or where color does not matter.
,'ast three and at most four; among
ither two or three; among three, 'Tolerance,' it should be noticed, is a comparative measure, and it is specific to this
anel there is a scale of preferences location. Whites who appear, in this location, to be less tolerant of blacks than other
aeighbors, five like oneself is the whites may be merely more tolerant of the alternative locations.

oice, then four and six are equally The higher the limits, the more blacks and whites would be content to live together
in the area. Evidently the upper bounds must be compatible for some blacks and someseven are equally attractive, with

inally none. Similarly with other / whites--as percentages they must add to at least lO0--or no contented mixture ofover half for even, with second any whites and blacks is possible. Evidently, too, if nobody can tolerate extreme
below the preferred number, ratios, an area initially occupied by one color alone would remain so. There may be
_ena that are not present in the _ some number among the other color that, if concerted entry were achieved, would

remain; but, acting individually, nobody would be the first.
We can experiment with frequency distributions of 'tolerance' to see what results

g than separation; equilibrium is _1 they lead to. We cannot discover realistic distributions because they depend on the
and a larger number of individuals I_ area in question; and the area in the model is unnamed. What we can do is to look
satisfied. And there are problems _ at the process by which the area becomes occupied, or remains occupied, by blacks

Lot only of the two colors but of or whites or a mixture of both, and look for some general principles that relate
_ulation. outcomes to the shapes of the curves, the initial positions, and the dynamics of

ors have to pattern themselves in movement.
the patterns have to be 'efficient' We assume that all preferences go in the same direction: a person need not care,

ity neighbors. The result may look but if he does his concern takes the form of an upper limit to the other color that can
occur in this area without his choosing to go elsewhere. There is no lower limit: thereieved earlier; the patterns are as ,

rity, for example, may be spread are no minority-seeking individuals, nor any who will leave if the area is not suitably
integrated. Absolute numbers do not matter, only ratios; there are no economies

:onspicuously convex areas, as in i of scale in being among one's own color. There are no individual positions within
the mix: nobody is near the center or near the boundary, nobody has a 'next neighbor.'

' An area densely settled by either To study the dynamics we shall assume that people both leave and return. (This
11then move into the area, but the , is restrictive: if the preference for this locality were due merely to the fact that some
opposite color. The result is that people were already here and the cost of leaving were high, that cost would not be
equilibrium, giving an appearance recovered by returning.) People in the area move out if the ratio is not within their

ttist motives. _ color limit; people outside move in if they see that it meets their requirements.
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Information is perfect: everybody knows the color ratio within the area at the number of blacks whose presenc
moment he makes his choice. People do not, however, know the intentions of others times the corresponding ratio on tJ

and do not project future turnover, an equal number of blacks, or 50
As to the dynamics of motion, we need not stipulate in advance whether whites 25 can tolerate 1.5 times their nun

move in or out more rapidly than blacks do. Their relative speeds of reaction will number, 18; 20 can tolerate 36, al
sometimes matter, and in our analysis we can watch and see how they matter. We In this fashion the straight-line

need, though, the somewhat plausible assumption that, as between two whites showing the absolute numbers tha_
dissatisfied with the ratio or white to black, the more dissatisfied leaves first--the numbers of whites. (Economists
one with the lesser tolerance. Then, as a result of sorting, the whites within the locality tribution translates into this absol

at any given time will all have higher tolerance of blacks than any of the whites outside, curve translates into a total reve_
and similarly for blacks inside and outside. It is the least tolerant whites that move schedule of tolerance into the sm_
out first, and the most tolerant that move in first, and similarly for blacks, axis in Figure 18.

Our initial data are represented by a cumulative frequency distribution of 'tolerance'
of the members of each color group. We can experiment with various hypothetical
schedules of tolerance, but for the initial experiment we begin with a straight line. R

2

An Illustrative Straight-Line Distribution of'Tolerance'
For the whites, the horizontal axis measures the number of whites, the vertical axis

measures the ratio of blacks to whites representing the upper limits of their tolerances.

We can take the total of whites to be 100. Suppose that the median white is willing to
live with blacks in equal numbers, so that 50 among our 100 whites will abide a ratio
of black to white of 1.0 or greater. The most tolerant white can abide a black-white
ratio of two to one, that is, is willing to be in a one-third minority; and the least tolerant
white cannot stand the presence of any blacks. The cumulative distribution of 0 1
tolerances for a white population will then appear as in the top of Figure 18. It is a 0 25
straight line with intercept at a ratio of 2.0 on the vertical axis and intercept on the
horizontal axis at the 100 whites who comprise the white population.

Suppose that blacks have an identical distribution of tolerance for whites, the median
tolerance being a ratio of one to one, and that the number of blacks is half the number
of whites, 50. B

It is evident without further analysis that there are at least some whites and some ]
blacks who could contentedly coexist. Fifty of the whites would be willing to live I
with all the blacks, though not all 50 blacks would be willing to live with 50 whites;
but a mixture of 25 blacks and 25 whites, consisting of the more tolerant 25 blacks and 50
25 of the more tolerant 50 whites, would be content together. There are 10 blacks
who could tolerate a ratio of 1.6 to 1, or 16 whites; and any 16 among the 80 or so
whites who will tolerate a black-white ratio of 10:16 would be content to join them.
To explore all the combinations that might form a contented mix, but especially to 25
study the dynamics of entry and departure, it is useful to tra.nslate both our schedules
from ratios to absolute numbers, and put them on the same diagram.

0 I
Translation of the Schedules 0 25
This is done in the bottom of Figure 18. The curve labeled W is a translation of the
white tolerance schedule. For each number of whites along the horizontal axis the
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of blacks whose presence they will tolerate is equal to their own number

or ratio within the area at the _ i_itimes the corresponding ratio on the schedule of tolerance. Thus 50 whites can tolerate
,'r, know the intentions of others _' !_>an equal number of blacks, or 50. Seventy-five can tolerate half their number, 37.5;

flate in advance whether whites 25 can tolerate 1.5 times their number, or 37.5. Ninety can tolerate but one-fifth their
• relative speeds of reaction will number, 18; 20 can tolerate 36, and so forth.
h and see how they matter. We In this fashion the straight-line tolerance schedule translates into a parabolic curve
I that, as between two whites showing the absolute numbers that correspond to the limits of tolerance of alternative
Lore dissatisfied leaves first--the numbers of whites. (Economists will recognize that the cumulative frequency dis-

ing, the whites within the locality tribution translates into this absolute-numbers curve in the same way that a demand
ks than any of the whites outside, curve translates into a total revenue curve.) Similar arithmetic converts the blacks'

least tolerant whites that move , schedule of tolerance into the smaller parabolic dish that opens toward the vertical
nd similarly for blacks, axis in Figure 18.
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Static Viability more of one color or both colors, ever
Any point in Figure 18 that lies within both parabolas (the area of overlap) denotes begins to dominate numerically. A fc
a statically viable combination of blacks and whites. There are that many whites who as they do, they further reduce the nu

will abide the presence of that many blacks, and there are that many blacks who will stay behind. A few more are dissatisfi
abide the presence of that many whites. Any point on the diagram that is beneath the smaller, and cumulatively the process
whites' curve but to the right of the blacks' curve represents a mixture of whites and
blacks such that all the whites arc contented but not all the blacks. Some of the blacks Alternative Schedules

may be content, but not all those present. And a point on the diagram that lies outside This is, of course, not the only result, q
both curves_the region to the upper right--denotes a mixture of whites and blacks to the tolerance schedules, and to the
at which neither all the whites nor all the blacks could be satisfied; some of both colors steeper straight-line schedules and equ_
would be dissatisfied, a stable mixture with a large number

Specifically, suppose that the medi_
Dynamics of Movement white, i.e., will inhabit this area even it

It is the dynamics of motion, though, that determine what color mix will ultimately the most tolerant white can accept a
occupy the area. The simplest dynamics are as follows" if all whites present in the not stay with any blacks. The toleranc
area are content, and some outside would be content if they were inside, the former intercept at 5.0. If the blacks are equ_
will stay and the latter will enter; and whites will continue to enter as long as all those of tolerance for the presence of white,
present are content and some outside would be content if present. If not all whites parabolas as shown in Figure 19.
present are content, some will leave; they will leave in order of their discontent, so Here, in addition to the two stable
that those remaining are the most tolerant; and when their number in relation to the 100 whites and no blacks, there is a st_
number of blacks is such that the whites remaining are all content, no more of them over a wide range of initial conditions it
leave. A similar rule governs entry and departure of blacks.

We can now plot, for every point on the diagram, the vector of population change _2s
within this area. Within the overlapping portion of the two curves, the numbers of
blacks and whites present will both be increasing. Within the white curve but outside
the black curve, whites will be coming into the area and blacks departing; the direction
of motion on the diagram will be toward the lower right, and nothing stops that motion 100
until all blacks have departed and all whites have come in. To the upper left, within

the black curve but beyond the white curve, blacks will be entering and whites departing; \
and the process can terminate only when all the whites have left and all the blacks have

come in. Mixtures denoted by points outside both curves, to the upper right, will be 75
characterized by the departure of both colors; and when one of the colors is reduced
to where it is within its own curve, continued departure of the other color will improve B
the ratio for the color within its own curve; those who left will begin to return, and
the other color will evacuate completely. 50 t

There are only two stable equilibria. One consists of all the blacks and no whites, /'¢
the other all the whites and no blacks. Which of the two will occur depends on how the
process starts and, perhaps, the relative speeds of white and black movement. If

initially one color predominates it will move toward complete occupancy. If initially 25
some of both are present, in 'statically viable' numbers, relative speeds of black and
white entry will determine which of the two eventually turns discontent and evacuates.
If both are initially present in large numbers, relative speeds of exit will determine _,
which eventually becomes content with the ratio, reverses movement, and occupies 0
the territory. 0 25

There are, then, compatible mixes of the two colors_any mixture denoted by the
overlap of the two curves. The difficulty is that any such mixture attracts outsiders,
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!_ ore of one color or both colors, eventually more of just one color, so that one color

las (the area of overlap) denotes gins to dominate numerically. A few individuals of the opposite color then leave;
There are that many whites who i:_as they do, they further reduce the numerical status of those of their own color who
re are that many blacks who will stay behind. A few more are dissatisfied, and they leave; the minority becomes even
a the diagram that is beneath the smaller, and cumulatively the process causes evacuation of them all.
presents a mixture of whites and
dl the blacks. Some of the blacks Alternative Schedules
t on the diagram that lies outside This is, of course, not the only result. The outcome depends on the shapes we attribute
; a mixture of whites and blacks to the tolerance schedules, and to the sizes of the white and black populations. With
t be satisfied; some of both colors steeper straight-line schedules and equal numbers of blacks and whites we can produce

a stable mixture with a large number of blacks and whites.
Specifically, suppose that the median white can tolerate a ratio of 2.5 blacks per

white, i.e., will inhabit this area even if whites are a minority of 25 _oto 30 _o. Suppose

te what color mix will ultimately the most tolerant white can accept a ratio of five to one and the least tolerant will
ows" if all whites present in the not stay with any blacks. The tolerance schedule will be a straight line with a vertical
at if they were inside, the former intercept at 5.0. If the blacks are equal in number and have an identical distribution
ttinue to enter as long as all those of tolerance for the presence of whites, the two schedules will translate into identical

atent if present. If not all whites parabolas as shown in Figure 19.
e in order of their discontent, so Here, in addition to the two stable equilibria at 100 blacks and no whites and at

:n their number in relation to the ! I00 whites and no blacks, there is a stable mixture at 80 blacks and 80 whites. In fact,
are all content, no more of them over a wide range of initial conditions it is this mixed equilibrium that will be approached
)f blacks.
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through the movement of blacks and whites. As long as half or more of both colors a
are present--actually, slightly over 40 _ of both colors--the dynamics of entry and "l0o
departure will lead to the stable mixture of 80 blacks and 80 whites. Even for very

small numbers of both colors present, if the initial ratios are within the slopes of the _%B

two curves (which allow somewhat more than four to one of either color)and if neither

color tends to enter much more rapidly than the other, the two colors will converge 75
on the 80-80 mixture. Still, if the area were initially occupied by either color, it would

require the concerted entry of more than 25 _oof the other color to lead to this stable
mixture. Thus each of the three equilibria--the all-white, the all-black, and the 80--80
mixture--is stable against fairly large perturbations.

50

Alternative Numbers

The stable equilibrium generated in Figure 19 disappears if the total number of blacks

exceeds that of whites or whites exceed blacks by, say, two to one. In that case one _ 25
curve lies within the other curve, rather than intersecting it, as shown in Figure 20.
Alternatively, leaving total numbers of blacks and whites equal, the stable equilibrium !
disappears if the straight-line tolerance schedules are made less steep; with the schedules

that underlie Figure 18, equal numbers result in Figure 21. (For straight-line tolerance 0 J
schedules and equal numbers of the two colors, there is no stable intersection of the 0 25
two parabolas unless the tolerance schedules have vertical intercepts of 3.0, with
median tolerance of 1.5.)

125 -- Limiting Numbers

Limiting the numbers allowed to be pr
i If the number of whites in the preferre

40are always the first to enter and the h
by those of Figure 22, with a stable m100-
of blacks.
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Limiting Numbers
Limiting the numbers allowed to be present can sometimes produce a stable mixture.
If the number of whites in the preferred area is limited to 40 and if the most tolerant
40are always the first to enter and the last to leave, the curves of Figure 20 are replaced
by those of Figure 22, with a stable mixture at 40 whites and a comparable number
of blacks.

t / / "-..._N

W 100 k

75 _ w
'_ Fig. 22

,
\

25 _

o l _I w
0 5O IO0

With the curves of Figure 18, however, the numbers of both colors would have to
I be restricted to yield the stable intersection shown in Figure 23. If the total number75 1O0

present can be restricted, but not the numbers of the two colors separately, we get a
kind of neutral equilibrium along the overlapped portion of the 45-degree line shown
in Figure 24. If there is 'turnover' of the population, the mixture may drift toward

!
1
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a higher ratio of whites to blacks or a higher ratio of blacks to whites. If it goes outside 1hat figure become even less tolera
the overlapping portion of the two curves to the lower right, the black minority will the very least tolerant makes little d
evacuate. The broken line shown in Figure 2

when the blacks are outnumbered
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It is interesting that the limitation on the number of whites that may be present

has the same effect in our model as if the whites in excess of that number had no

tolerance for any blacks at all. Whether they are excluded, or merely exclude themselves,
it is their absence that keeps the whites from overwhelming the blacks by their numbers B
and makes the stable mixture possible.

Varying 'Tolerance'
Thus it is not the case that 'greater tolerance' increases the likelihood of a stable 50 B

mixture--at least, not if 'greater tolerance' means that within a given population
some members are statistically replaced by others more tolerant. On the contrary,
replacing the two-thirds least tolerant whites in Figure 22 by even less tolerant whites
keeps the whites from overwhelming the blacks by their numbers.

This would not happen if we made all whites less tolerant. If we make the tolerance

schedule of the whites merely less steep, thus shortening the whites' parabola in

Figure 22, we do not get our stable intersection of curves. What is required, as we 0
manipulate the tolerance schedule in search of a stable equilibrium, is that at our 0 25
dividing point of 40 % or so of the whites the more tolerant whites just within that
percentage figure remain as tolerant as they were and the less tolerant just beyond

c
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>fblacks to whites. If it goes outside figure become even less tolerant. (What happens to the very most tolerant and
tower right, the black minority Will :_ very least tolerant makes little difference so long as they do not drastically change.)

_e broken line shown in Figure 25 is the kind that will produce the stable mixture
_,hen the blacks are outnumbered two to one with the curve of Figure 20.

Varieties of Results
Evidently there is a wide variety of shapes of tolerance schedules that we could
experiment with and different assumed aggregate ratios of blacks and whites. While
there is no room here for a large number of combinations, the method is easy and the

Fig. 23 reader can pursue by himself the cases that most interest him. There are a few results
that deserve to be summarized even though the analysis will not be shown.
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1. The only logical restriction on the shape of a 'tolerance schedule' is that it slope aggregate numbers; and the occun
downward to the right; the only ensuing logical restriction on the shape of the fairly immune to shifts in the curvc
absolute-numbers curves is that a ray from the origin intersect such a curve only
once. Within this restriction it is possible to have curves that provide a single stable Figures 26 and 27 illustrate a fe_
equilibrium, two stable equilibria, three or four or even more. The single one may divide into three parts--those tha
be with one color exclusively present or with both colors present; two stable equilibria same) limited tolerance, and those
may be all-white and all-black, or one mixture and one consisting of a single color, If blacks are equal in number am
or two mixtures. Three stable equilibria can be one mixture plus two extremes, one obtained; there are three stable eqt
extreme plus two mixtures, or actually even three mixtures, and so forth. The occurrence unlimited tolerance, one containin_
of several mixed-color stable equilibria is usually sensitive, though, to small changes the whites of limited tolerance or,
in the shapes and positions of the curves. It is the extreme one-color stable equilibria number of whites, the dotted line
that tend to be least disturbed by shifts in the tolerance schedules or changes in the equilibrium. If instead the blacks' ct

the vertical part of the whites' curve 1
stable all-white equilibrium.
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L'tolerance schedule' is that it slope numbers; and the occurrence of a single mixed stable equilibrium may be
al restriction on the shape of the immune to shifts in the curves.

origin intersect such a curve only _! Figures 26 and 27 illustrate a few interesting possibilities. In Figure 26 the whites

: curves that provide a single stable _vide into three parts--those that have unlimited tolerance, those that have (the
or even more. The single one may same) limited tolerance, and those that have no tolerance for the presence of blacks.
colors present; two stable equilibria If blacks are equal in number and similarly divided the solid curve for blacks is
nd one consisting of a single color, obtained; there are three stable equilibria, each containing the whites and blacks of
me mixture plus two extremes, one unlimited tolerance, one containing them only, and the others containing as well
ixtures, and so forth. The occurrence the whites of limited tolerance or, alternatively, the blacks. If blacks are half the
sensitive, though, to small changes number of whites, the dotted line replaces the solid line and there is the single

: extreme one-color stable equilibria equilibrium. If instead the blacks' curve is the parabola of Figure 20, it may intersect
lerance schedules or changes in the the vertical part of the whites' curve to produce a stable mixture, together with another

stable aU-white equilibrium.
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Figure 27 illustrates two extreme cases. One tolerance schedule is a rectangular the ratio to increase further), and sil
hyperbola, RN = .9, where R is the opposite-own color ratio and N the number, In Figure 28 no stable equilibrium is
for both blacks and whites in equal numbers. The other is the horizontal line, R = 1.1, are all-white and all-black but witho

all whites having the same tolerance. The latter lies almost entirely within the former a stable equilibrium is produced at
and appears much less 'tolerant' in the aggregate, but provides a precarious stable the blacks' reaction curve.
equilibrium with all blacks and all whites present--precarious because it is stable
only against small perturbations. Evidently a great variety of shapes can be fitted
beneath the rectangular hyperbola, being 'dominated' by it as far as tolerance is
concerned--i.e., being unambiguously less tolerant throughout--yet capable of

producing one or more stable mixtures. The rectangular hyperbola for whites is
compatible with the black schedule of Figure 20 (yielding the parabolic reaction
curve) if black numbers are sufficient to make the curve protrude through the 'ceiling' so B
at 100 whites.

2. To make possible a stable mixed equilibrium it is sometimes sufficient to limit a

the number of one color that may be present; it is sometimes necessary to limit the 25
number of both colors that may be present; and if the curves do not overlap at all i
there is no numbers limitation that will bring about a stable mixture.

3. Limiting the ratio of black to white or white to black that may be present, by
restricting the further entry of the color that exceeds the limiting ratio, may or may 0
not provide a stable equilibrium according to the shapes and positions of the two 0 25
curves. Furthermore, limiting the ratio may exclude one or more stable equilibria
and thus bring about the particular color combination corresponding to a particular
stable equilibrium. Two possibilities are shown in Figures 28 and 29. The interpretation

of the ratio limit, in both these figures, is that when the ratio of white to black is at _ 4. A limitation on total occupancy

or beyond its limit no more whites may enter (though blacks are free to leave, causing ] wide or narrow according to the shal
I 5. If the two colors have similar tc

100]__ / of a stable mixed equilibrium is great_

8 two colors. That is, the greater the d

B/W limit the fewer are the tolerance schedule
equilibrium.

75 y_ W/B limit i 6. in general, for a stable mixture '
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.6__ outnumbers the minority group, or c
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/_"_ blacks in the aggregate by five to on,

__/__ _ _W ! either that blacks be outnumberedby,
25 1 be incapable of abiding equal numbe
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,' i colors, the alternative to mixed livinl
of both colors can go elsewhere and

w I in the two places would make the col
0 l bound to be occupied by one of the t'
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location doubly motivated to move i:
Fig.28 1 Colors would prefer to move. It turn:
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.olerance schedule is a rectangular j _the ratio to increase further), and similarly for the limiting ratio of black to white.
_n color ratio and N the number, t ltt Figure 28 no stable equilibrium is produced by the ratio limits" the'stable equilibria
)ther is the horizontal line, R = 1.1, _re all-white and all-black but without all the whites or all the blacks. In Figure 29
_s almost entirely within the former a stable equilibrium is produced at the white/black upper limit where it intersects
e, but provides a precarious stable the blacks' reaction curve.
nt--precarious because it is stable
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ae shapes and positions of the two
_lude one or more stable equilibria Fig. 29

lation corresponding to a particular
Figures 28 and 29. The interpretation
hen the ratio of white to black is at 4. A limitation on total occupancy can provide a neutral equilibrium that may be

)ugh blacks are free to leave, causing wide or narrow according to the shapes of the curves, as in Figure 24.

5. If the two colors have similar tolerance schedules for each other, the likelihood

of a stable mixed equilibrium is greater, the more nearly equal are the numbers of the
two colors. That is, the greater the disparity in total numbers of blacks and whites,
the fewer are the tolerance schedules for the two colors that will lead to a stable

/ B/W limit equilibrium.

W/B limit 6. In general, for a stable mixture, the minority must be the more tolerant of the

two groups. Either the mixed equilibrium will be one in which the majority group
outnumbers the minority group, or else it will be one in which a larger percentage
of the majority absents itself than of the minority. That is to say, if whites outnumber
blacks in the aggregate by five to one, a mixed population in the local area requires
either that blacks be outnumbered by whites or that four-fifths or more of the whites

be incapable of abiding equal numbers of the two colors.

v¢ 7. If there are only two locations altogether, one of which is preferred by both
colors, the alternative to mixed living in the preferred location is not that members
of both colors can go elsewhere and live by themselves. The alternative location is
bound to be occupied by one of the two colors only, since any difference in the ratios

75 100w in the two places would make the color with the most adverse ratio in the alternative
location doubly motivated to move into the preferred area; and at equal ratios both
colors would prefer to move. It turns out that restricting the alternatives to a single
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area, where not both colors can live segregated, can have the effect (a) of providing mono-colored stable equilibria. Wh_
a mixed equilibrium in the preferred area, or the effect (b) of destroying a mixed initial conditions and rates of move
equilibrium in the preferred area. Plausible shapes of the curves are compatible with Getting 'over the hump' from
either result, either a large perturbation or conc_

an alternative stable equilibrium. (ISuperimposing on Figure 20, for example, the restriction of a single alternative
in opposition to each other; eitheJ

location occupied by all those blacks and whites that do not live in the preferred
location, we obtain a mixed stable equilibrium consisting of all the blacks and some ] other, but not both simultaneously

of the whites in the preferred area (as well as two stable segregated equilibria). I The model as described is limited
Superimposing the same restriction on Figure 19, however, spoils the possibility of a [ no allowance for speculative behavi
stable mixture and only the two segregated extremes are dynamically stable, or for misperception. It also involves

affected, each of which is one of the
If both blacks and whites are divided in their preferences for the two areas, some

another. The model can, howeveof both colors preferring one area, some the other, there may be stable mixtures in enrichments.
both areas, a stable mixture in one with part of one color exclusively in the other,
or stable segregated occupancy of the two areas, depending on the shapes of the
curves and the initial conditions.

Integrationist Preferences The foregoing analysis can be use
Surprisingly, the results generated by this analysis do not depend upon each color's tipping.' 'Tipping' is said to occur w
having a preference for living separately. They do not even depend on a preference hood in sufficient numbers to cau

for being in the majority! phenomenon has been discussed b)
For simplicity of exposition it has been supposed that each individual is limited vast majority of white Americans

in his 'tolerance' for the other color and will go elsewhere, to live among his own a commonly estimated upper limit
color, if the ratio in his preferred place becomes too extreme. And this was indeed generalization that, once an urban

the hypothesis under study when the results were originally worked out. The question Negro, the change is rarely reverse
then presented itself, suppose these blacks and whites actually prefer mixed neighbor- universal and irreversible, or alten
hoods: what must we do to capture this neighborhood preference in a model of the a process that is inevitable and irr
general sort already developed ? and Duncan, 1957) found no instanc

On reflection it appeared that the analysis was already finished and the same model (259/0to 75 9/oowhite) in which succe,
represented both hypotheses. More than that, the same results flowed from the two or reversed.

alternative hypotheses. The 'tipping phenomenon' was c
We postulate a preference for mixed living and simply reinterpret the same schedules defined neighborhood of about 7_

of tolerance to denote merely the upper limits to the ratios at which people's preference mixed neighborhoods. A few hous,
for integrated residence is outweighed by their extreme minority status (or by their the third house convinced everyone
inadequately majority status), mixed.' A year later 40 houses h_

The same model fits both interpretations. The results are as pertinent to the study of neighborhood as 'mixed'; and opii
preferences for integration as to the study of preferences for separation. (The only become completely Negro. In anoth
asymmetry is that we did not postulate a lower limit to the acceptable proportion of and the end result was no longer ql
opposite color, i.e., an upper limit to the proportion of like color in the neighborhood.) The same or a similar phenomc

groups other than Negroes, also
Policies and Instruments buildings, sometimes with males and

The analysis is pertinent to the study of the way that numerical quotas or ratio quotas with age groups. (An ice cream p

or limits on total numbers may affect the likelihood of a mixed stable equilibriugt, i teenage clientele; lady shoppers an
It is equally pertinent to the study of the role of concerted action. The occurrence of , it closed.)
an intersection of the two curves could constitute a stable equilibrium but does not Some crucial characteristics of an
usually guarantee that that equilibrium will result; it usually competes with extre# ' the neighborhood has a fixed and we
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can have the effect (a) of providing ored stable equilibria. When there are two or more potential stable equilibria,
he effect (b) of destroying a mixed _tial conditions and rates of movement determine which one will r_sult.
._sof the curves are compatible With i Getting 'over the hump' from one stable equilibrium to another often requires

either a large perturbation or concerted action. Acting in concert, people can achieve
an alternative stable equilibrium. (Blacks and whites cannot both successfully concert

te restriction of a single alternative in opposition to each other; either color, by concerted action, may overwhelm the
._sthat do not live in the preferred other, but not both simultaneously.)
onsisting of all the blacks and SOme i The model as described is limited in the phenomena it can handle because it makes

two stable segregated equilibria). 1 no allowance for speculative behavior, for time lags in behavior, for organized action,, however, spoils the possibility of a or for misperception. It also involves a single area rather than many areas simultaneously
emes are dynamically stable, affected, each of which is one of the 'alternatives' that we have in mind when we study
preferences for the two areas, some another. The model can, however, be enlarged to accommodate some of these
aer, there may be stable mixtures in enrichments.
f one color exclusively in the other,
as, depending on the shapes of the

TIPPING

The foregoing analysis can be used to explore the phenomenon of 'neighborhood

sis do not depend upon each color's tipping.' 'Tipping' is said to occur when a recognizable new minority enters a neighbor-
do not even depend on a preference hood in sufficient numbers to cause the earlier residents to begin evacuating. The

phenomenon has been discussed by Morton Grodzins (1957), who says that 'for the
_osed that each individual is limited vast majority of white Americans a tipping point exists,' and cites 209/0 Negroes as
:o elsewhere, to live among his own a commonly estimated upper limit in some Eastern cities. He states as an empirical

•.s too extreme. And this was indeed generalization that, once an urban area begins to swing from mainly white to mainly
_"originally worked out. The question Negro, the change is rarely reversed. (This could mean either that tipping is nearly
,hites actually prefer mixed neighbor- universal and irreversible, or alternatively that tipping, when it occurs, accelerates
orhood preference in a model of the a process that is inevitable and irreversible anyway.) A study of Chicago (Duncan

and Duncan, 1957) found no instance between 1940 and 1950 of a mixed neighborhood

already finished and the same model (25 _ to 75 _o white) in which succession from white to Negro occupancy was arrested
he same results flowed from the two or reversed.

The 'tipping phenomenon' was observed closely by A. J. Mayer (1960) in a well-
simply reinterpret the same schedules defined neighborhood of about 700 single-family homes, surrounded by racially

the ratios at which people's preference mixed neighborhoods. A few houses were sold to Negroes in 1955. 'The selling of
extreme minority status (or by their the third house convinced everyone that the neighborhood was destined to become

mixed.' A year later 40 houses had been sold to Negroes; everyone defined the
results are as pertinent to the study of neighborhood as 'mixed'; and opinion varied on whether the neighborhood would
9references for separation. (The only become completely Negro. In another two years the percentage had gone above 50 _o,
limit to the acceptable proportion of and the end result was no longer questioned.

ion of like color in the neighborhood.) The same or a similar phenomenon has occasionally been observed for ethnic
groups other than Negroes, also for clubs, schools, occupations, and apartment
buildings, sometimes with males and females rather than ethnic groups, and sometimes

r that numerical quotas or ratio quotas with age groups. (An ice cream parlor in Lexington, Massachusetts 'tipped' to a
hood of a mixed stable equilibrium, teenage clientele; lady shoppers and mothers of small children ceased coming, and
,f concerted action. The occurrence of it closed.)

ate a stable equilibrium but does not Some crucial characteristics of any model of this alleged phenomenon are whether
ult; it usually competes with extreme the neighborhood has a fixed and well-recognized boundary, whether the new entrants
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(the 'minority') are clearly recognizable as a separate group, what the normal rate 8
of turnover is, how many potential entrants there are compared with the size of the

neighborhood and at what rate their number increases, what alternative neighborhoods
are available for those who evacuate and what alternatives there are for the 'minority'
that seeks entrance. B

This is evidently the kind of process our analysis has been dealing with. Specifically, ,
this is a phenomenon that is alleged to occur in a well-defined neighborhood when
something disturbs the original equilibrium at 100yo white.

Assuming that this is a neighborhood of houses, rather than a blank space available
for settlement, there is a rather inflexible capacity limit on the combined total of both
colors that can be accommodated. Entry is limited either by the normal turnover of
housing or by the rate at which the initial residents can evacuate. There is a primary
role of the white population (or initial population, whatever its defining characteristic)
that already resides in the area, but an important additional interest in the potential
new white entrants who would represent the inflow under normal turnover in the

absence of any tipping phenomenon. If the process takes time, the potential population I

would keep changing in composition, as today's home-hunters settle elsewhere and ] anew ones arise in the general area. We can sometimes assume that whites already
resident have somewhat more tolerance than outsiders, relative to their preference

for living in this area, simply because it takes a stronger inducement to make a family B
move out than to make a family merely decide not to move in.

The black population may be small or large relative to the neighborhood. Or it
could be small in the short run but cumulatively large with the passage of time.

A number of possibilities are illustrated in Figures 30, 31, and 32. In few if any of
these figures is it clear just what we might want to call the 'tipping point.' There are
several points at which something discontinuous happens or some cumulative process
begins. Furthermore, it is interesting that in none of the cases shown does any important
discontinuity necessarily occur at the modal or typical tolerance value. If'most Americans .
can tolerate about 20 percent blacks in their community,' any tipping point or tipping
points will tend to occur at quite different percentage figures!

Among the figures shown, an important difference is between those in which the

blacks have an 'in-tipping' point and those in which they do not. When the black
reaction curve encloses the lower righthand point of all-white occupancy, as in the point at which blacks will surge in:
upper left panel of Figure 30, there are blacks ready to move in as rapidly as houses ] up from time to time.

become available; when it does not enclose that point, there is an initial all-white ] Another important difference is t
stable equilibrium that has to be overcome by some event or process. That process enough blacks to fill the neighborhoc

could be concerted entry, erroneous entry by a few, organized introduction of a few, ! One possibility is that there are enc
redefinition of the neighborhood boundary so that some who were not inside become _ evacuate but not enough to fill the n
'inside,' or something of the sort. ! all black and partly vacant, as in the

A possibility is that the number of blacks willing to live as a small minority in this are not enough blacks to cause all tl
white neighborhood is not zero but is too small to attract other blacks, but nevertheless i in the mixed population are too fex_

reaches a large cumulative total over time, so that a slow process of black entry may area, as in the lower panel of Figure :
gradually bring the black-white ratio up to where more blacks are attracted and, by capacity. (As the price of housing 1
entering, attract still more, and so on in the cumulative process analyzed earlier, may be attracted, but possibly mor
At the point where the black reaction curve cuts the 45-degree line denoting the Still another case is shown in FiE
capacity of the neighborhood, we might say that 'tipping-in' has begun. This is the cause whites to evacuate in apprec
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imit on the combined total of both
1 either by the normal turnover of

s can evacuate. There is a Primary
_¢hatever its defining characteristic)
additional interest in the potential w w
ow under normal turnover in the
:akes time, the potential population

home-hunters settle elsewhere and B 8
"times assume that whites already
siders, relative to their preference

roger inducement to make a family B
)t to move in.

;lative to the neighborhood. Or it _ X_. 8arge with the passage of time.

_es 30, 31, and 32. In few if any of
, call the 'tipping point.' There are

tppens or some cumulative process
"the cases shown does any important
tolerance value. If'most Americans w w
unity,' any tipping point or tipping
age figures t
nce is between those in which the Fig.30
rich they do not. When the black
of all-white occupancy, as in the point at which blacks will surge in if houses are available, rather than merely show

1y to move in as rapidly as houses up from time to time.
point, there is an initial all-white Another important difference is between the cases (Figure 30) in which there are
me event or process. That process enough blacks to fill the neighborhood and the cases (Figure 31) in which there are not.
¢, organized introduction of a few, One possibility is that there are enough blacks seeking entry to cause the whites to
some who were not inside become evacuate but not enough to fill the neighborhood, so that the neighborhood becomes

all black and partly vacant, as in the middle panel of Figure 31. Another is that there

; to live as a small minority in this are not enough blacks to cause all the whites to evacuate, but the whites who remain
:tract other blacks, but nevertheless in the mixed population are too few in number, together with the blacks, to fill the

a slow process of black entry may area, as in the lower panel of Figure 31, so that a mixed equilibrium occurs with excess
more blacks are attracted and, by capacity. (As the price of housing falls in the face of excess capacity, more blacks
mulative process analyzed earlier, may be attracted, but possibly more whites will also.)
s the 45-degree line denoting the Still another case is shown in Figure 32. Here the presence of a few Negroes will
'tipping-in' has begun. This is the cause whites to evacuate in appreciable numbers but, because the white tolerance

I
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schedule becomes inelastic, the white reaction curve becomes steep and cuts the a
45-degree line, so that white evacuation ceases and more blacks can move in only
as vacancies occur from normal turnover. (If or when the population mix reaches

the point where the reaction curve again cuts the 45-degree line, the cumulative process
of white evacuation begins again.)

An entering minority may define a subneighborhood as the relevant territory. If
blacks are willing to be 30 _ of a subneighborhood of 50 houses, they may 'tip in'
after the number of black homes reaches 15, even though in a larger neighborhood

I x
\

\\x

B

i of 1,000 houses they are only 1½_. AI
the subneighborhood because they c,
basis; in that case we have someth:

4-- Evidently the process is limited only
B
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curve becomes steep and cuts the ! B
_md more blacks can move in only
r when the population mix reaches
5-degree line, the cumulative process

orhood as the relevant territory. If
ood of 50 houses, they may 'tip in'
._nthough in a larger neighborhood

I Fig.32

of 1,000 houses they are only 1½_. An alternative phenomenon is that whites evacuate

i the subneighborhood because they count the black density locally, on an adjacencybasis; in that case we have something like our checkerboard analysis to consult.

Evidently the process is limited only by evacuation speeds if no one in the majority

can abide a next neighbor from the minority or any significant number across the

street or around the corner. The 'proximity model' of stars and zeros may apply in
the small, and the 'bounded area model' in the large, as next neighbors react to

w immediate proximity while more distant ones react to neighborhood proportions.
Speculation has been adduced as an aggravating factor. Whites may respond not

to the number or percentage of blacks currently present, but to the anticipated increase
in the number. They may, that is, anticipate the process/f Evidently if whites believe
that the percentage of blacks will become intolerable and are prepared to leave in

anticipation once they believe it, the number of blacks required to cause 'out-tipping'
is not the number that begins a cumulative process in our analysis but rather the
number that induces this belief. There will still be a cumulative process" those whites
who evacuate in anticipation may enhance the belief of other whites in the inevitability

of the process.
t In the RussellWoods example, mentionedearlier, the residentscertainly expected large numbers

of Negroes on the basis of the first three or so, and at 40_0Negro nearly everybody took an ultimate
W 100_ofor granted. Justknowingthat he is bound to move in a year or twomay make a person move

at the first convenientopportunity; otherwiseonly risk of financialloss, or of being 'locked in' beyond
[ one's own 'static tipping point,' would cause speculativeevacuation.
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Speculative departure, though, requires that there be some penalty on late departure 1971,Vol.1,pp 187-194
or some premium on early departure. Anticipated financial loss or anticipated delay
in the departure could cause people to leave early; otherwise people could wait and
see. Such things as lease and ownership arrangements would be relevant here.

The partitioning of territory into well-defined neighborhoods may contribute to a
'channeling' process. It may lead blacks to concentrate on one area rather than several; A NOTE ON TI-]
it may lead whites to believe that the blacks will concentrate on one area rather than RACIAL INTEGRATION
several. It may lead to experience that tends to confirm the tipping hypothesis, so INFORMATI
that if speculative departure is relevant, the beliefs conducive to departure will be
reinforced. And it can lead to a concentration of real estate sales activity on a 'target
neighborhood.' If lending and sales agencies have been reluctant to sell houses or lend HENRI THEIL a

on them to Negroes in all-white neighborhoods, the inhibitions may dissolve upon Centerfor Mathematical
entry of a few Negroes into a particular neighborhood, causing a differential ease of
entry and serving as a further signal that Negro demand, blocked elsewhere, will The Un
concentrate on this neighborhood. Thus 'neighborhood tipping,' in contrast to the
domino effect of very local proximity avoidance, depends on comparatively small
and well-defined neighborhoods. This note is concerned with the me_

An interesting and important question is whether an entire metropolitan area waythat permits a simple aggregatiot
might 'tip.' There is also the question whether some major nonresidential unit, say districts. [The procedure can be apt
the U.S. Army, could tip. City school systems evidently lend themselves to the prefer a more specific terminology
phenomenon, measuring integration, but the dissir

The process, if it occurs, is too complex to be treated comprehensively here. But any other index., This index is based
evidently analysis of'tipping' phenomena wherever it occurs--in neighborhoods, jobs, in each school, measured as a fracti,
restaurants, universities or voting blocs--and whether it involves blacks and whites, city, and the analogous nonwhite pro
men and women, French-speaking and English-speaking, officers and enlisted men, as one-half of the sum over all school
young and old, faculty and students, or any other dichotomy, requires explicit attention The value of the index is zero when tl

to the dynamic relationship between individual behavior and collective results. Even and it takes larger and larger positiw
to recognize it when it occurs requires knowing what it would look like in relation compositions are more different; al
to the differential motives or decision rules of individualsL minimum shifts which are needed in

all schools. However, the use of ab
lesssuitable when one wants to aggr
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